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A BROTHERHOOD OUTING

GRADUATION BALL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland Baptists Dine At Commun
High 'School’s June Festivi
Subscriptions *3.00 per yesr psysble In
ity Sweet Shop, and Hear Interest
advance; single copies three cents
ties Begin Under Auspici
ing Talk
Advertising rates based upon circula

billed are aome of the can which
have been conditioned and have
many miles of unused transporta
tion at prices you can afford to pay.

tion snd very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 18*6. In 187* the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 snd In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

MAINE’S OLDEST FLYER

Some Damage—Rockland Happily Slighted

MILLER’S GARAGE

Every Saturday Evg.

HATCHET MOUNTAIN CAMP

TRANSFER SERVICE

SPECIAL MASTER'S NOTICE

OSTEOPATHIC
TREATMENTS

$1.00

Dr. Clara Tuttle

W. J. TAIT " f

Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE PLANTS

FREE DANCE

kinds of Summer Flowering Plants. I have always sold these from
35 cents to 60 cents per doien; I am now selling these for 25 cents
per dozen at the house. I hare ail kinds of Perennial Plants, those
were 50 cents each, (hey are now seBbig from 25 cents to 40 cents
each. I hare all klnda of Vegetable Plants, Rock Garden Plants.
AU of these plants are raised from the best seed obtainable. I also
have Bone Meal, Sheep Manure, Vigoro, Nitrate of Soda, Peat Moss,
Potting SoU, Iron Rabbits, Iron Dogs, Bird Baths, Window Boxes,
TretUses, Galvanized Vases, Wire for Flower Beds.
I can send these Plants anywhere In Maine. People out of town
must send cash and alto extra money for parrel post.
If interested in Plants, send for a price list.

Tranquility Grange
Lincolnville Center

EDWIN A. DEAN
488 OLD COUNTY ROAD

..

.

ROCKLAND, ME.
'

TEL. 871-J
62-63869

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Saving* Banka
Tax Free to Holder* in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividend* payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1 st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
-L.

109-8-tf

| Blue

Shoe

Sale
Walk-Over Blues
formerly 38.50

Now $6.95
$5 Blue Shoes
Now $3.95

Other Blues
Now $2.95
Youths’ and Boys’
Sneakers
48c and 79c
Men’s Work
Sneakers
$1.29

McLain’s Shoe Store
GOOD SHOES
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Tuesday, June 13
Music by

The Rhythm King*
ee-it

’32 PLYMOUTH
CONVERTIBLE (4 pass.) COUPE
Mileage less than 6500; Special
W heels and Tires; large Hot Water
Heater. This car ts like ne* In
every respect—its condition will he
guaranteed. A wonderful oppor
tunity to own this beautiful car at
a bargain. See it today at—
THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
118 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND

Elvira M. Dyer of Vinalhaven was
a passenger on the Maine Air Trans
port'' plane this forenoon, bound for
Camden where she will sprnd the
summer with relative , ‘"Feel spryer

than I did last year," said "Grammy"
Dytr, who was 96 hurt Tuesday and
who not only enjoys perfect health
but reads wtthout glasses. She en
joyed her air trip across the bay, and
will return that way In the fall.

FAVOR MRS. DEXTER

ON "FIRE AND WATER"

The Second District Council Supt. McAlary Told Rotari

Strong For Lewiston Wom

ans Some Facts — Curtis

an—Mrs. Lamb Missed

Memorial Service

Fire and water may not mix readi
Mrs. Emily Agnes Dexter, wife of
Lieut. Col. Daniel S. Dexter of Lew ly but Allan F. McAlary.superintend
iston, was unanimously endoreed as a ent of the Camden dr Rockland
candidate for State President of the Water Co., yesterday showed local
Legion Auxiliary at a well-aMended Rotarians how Intimately the two
meeting of the Second District Coun
cil in Farmington Tuesday. She has are related.
In the insurance charts for rat
served as secretary and treasurer ol
the Second District Council and for ing of fire protection, national
the past two years has been Its vice j authorities allow 1700 points for
chairman She is a Past President ot , adequate hydrant and water main
Lewiston Unit of the Legion Auxili
service and 1500 points for adequate
ary. The membership ln the Second
District Is the second largest in the equipment and personnel of flre de
State, only 150 less than that of the partments. a fact that Impressed
First District.
Mr McAlary's hearers with a new
Sixty-eight delegates, besides sev respect for water supply. Every
eral guests, attended the June meet
water supply system has thre?
ing of the Second District Council.
j
In the absence of the chairman. Mrs functions—domeutle use, Industrial
Susie Flye Lamb of Rockland because j supply and flre protection. The latof Illness, the vice-chairman, Mrs | ter Is of inestimable value to a comEmily Dexter of Lewiston presided. munlty and occasions from 30 to 80
Oen. Oeorge McL Prcsson extended a
per cent of the cost of water works,
cordial welcome to thc visiting dele
j
gates and then voiced an appreciation thc latter figure frequently being
of our Flag, "not the flag of our ! reached in the smaller systems. In
fathers tout the flag of our children Rockland fire protection causes
and of children yet unborn, not the about 50 per cent of the cost.
flag of today but the flag of tomor
The speaker raised vigorous objec
row."
tion to the present svstem of charg
Mrs. Hazel Lowell of Farmington
ing for fire protection through
read pleasingly "The House By the
assessing individual hydrants. He
Side of the Road" and Mrs. Gertrude
feels that it would be more equita
Turner, also of the hostess unit, sang
ble to arrive at a suitable figure of
J. C. Bartiett's “Dream" and for an
cost, and charge on that basis, thus
encore 'Tit Fo- Tat."
bringing about a substantial reduc
Mrs. Mary Sylvester of Lisbon Falls
tion to domestic users who under
unit was appointed secretary pro tern.
There were present from Auburn, the present set up are forced to
four delegates, five from Damariscot carry much of the burden of fire
ta. 28 from Farmington, two from protection.
Rather than Rockland's rate of
Kingfleld. four from Lewiston, five
1100
per hydrant the speaker felt it
from Livermore Falls, one from Lis
bon Falls, four from Strong, five would be wiser to make a nominal
from Thomaston and four from Wil charge of $15 per hydrant and pay
a specified sum for mileage of suita
ton. ten units being represented.
It was vdfced that the 8econd Dis ble size flre mains or on cost of the
trict Council favored a repeal of the mains. Thus the authorities cou'.d
rule which restricts the State Presi have many more hydrants affording
much.better protection at no ln"
dency to ofle year
The meeting closed for a social hour crease in cost.
The problems confronting the
with refreshments served by the
water department during the recent
hostess unit.
A letter of appreciation of her work Auburn fire came in for an interest
and of sympathy for her illness was ing discussion. Mr. McAlary point
ed out that 16 flre departments used
sent to Mrs. Lamb of Rockland.
38 streams pouring over 3.000.000
gallons of water on the blaze ana
only a fluctuation of two feet. 15 to
13. was noted in the huge stand pipe
1 under this extraordinary drain.
Pressure on individual mains of
We have a small assortment of
necessity was somewhat lowered
LADIES’ HATS
due to many lines drawing upon
In Navy Blue and Black
Which Wc Are Closing Out For I them, abandoned hose lines, broken
sprinkler mains and street mains
$1.00
' broken by falling buildings.
OTHER HATS IN
A brief memorial service was held
j for the late Cyrus H K. Curtis, an
Straw and Silk for
1 honorary member of the club. W. O.
$1.98, $2.98, $3.98
Fuller presented a brief sketch of
Also a Few
Mr. Curtis drawn from years of
CHILDREN’S HATS
friendship and the club stood with
for 25c and 59c
bowed heads in silence. Visiting Ro
tarians were Dr. Lucien Green of
ROCKLAND Camden and I. R. Cutler of Old
393 MAIN ST.
Town.

HAT SALE
Sat., June 10

Crockett’s Baby Shop

®\
READ
IT
MRS.
HOME-MAKER
Its the best place to flnd
unusual bargains , , . and
the best place to dispose
of unwanted things.

The Courier-Gazette

fast as the big stones struck the hot
surface of the road clouds of vapor
began to ascend. It was the most
weird experience I ever had."
Even this story paled into insigni
ficance when The Courier-Gazette
got a report from Union through
Robert M. McKinley.
The storm there while brief was of
i great Intensity, and when the
alarmed citizens dared venture forth
they found hailstones which meas
ured 9(4 to 11 Inches in circumfer
ence, while one which was weighed
on store scales tipped the beam at
eight ounces. Town Clerk Clarence
Leonard guarded against possible
skepticism of the story by parking
several of Uie largest hailstones In
*
his refrigerator.
Fourth of July wm never anything
E. E. Light, one of the oldest resi
likr that hailstorm
dents said there had never been any
thing like lt in Union in hls time.
Karl who was at Megunticook Lake
Automobiles left out door were
and took to cover when hailstones 1 ‘A found to have thelr tops riddled; and
inches in diameter began to pelt that many windows about town were
locality.
This morning Frank M. Tibbetts of
the Rockland Postofflee came on the
line with a story of encountering
hailstone^2'4 inches In diameter as
he and Charles Thornton were riding
through South Hope about 8.20:
o'clock. “We thought we were see- I
ing something," said Mr Tibbetts,
"but presently there came through

While lightning flashes were con
tinually illuminating the sky last
night, the northern part of Knox
County was visited by thc worst hail
storm within the memory of the old
est Inhabitant
The first report to reach this office
came late last night from Donald L.

HOUSE FOR SALE

DANCE

HAIL STONES SIZE OF BASEBALLS
Northern Knox Is Visited By Spectacular Storm Causing

ous Circumstances

Community Sweet 8hop was In
vaded last evening by the Brother
Rockland High School commence
hood Class of the First Baptist ment was ushered ln last evening
Church. Proprietor Powell served with the graduation ball held at the
1932 Oldsmobile Sedan
his famous chicken-barbecue to Spanish Villa. There was a large
1930 Essex Roadster
R members of the class, with thelr wom attendance and the affair was colorful
K
In doing what we ought F«
with the young women ln stunning
1931 Ford Tudor
••• deserve no praise because It la ••• en folk and Invited guests. A fea evening gowns and most of the men
*•* our duty.—8t. Augustine.
ture of the informal evening was the in white flannels. Decorations car
1932 Chevrolet Coupe
•••
' •> reading of next Sunday's church ried out the class colors of green and
R
1928 Pontiac Coach
school lesson from Braille Dy Lerdy white, with a large banner bearing the
1930 Ford Sedan
Williams, a regular attendant of the figures 1933 suspended across the
class, which meets every Sunday end of the hall.
Broadway,
Cor.
Granite
St.
1931 Willy* Sedan
Patons and patronesses were
noon at the oorner of Main and
LOW PRICE FOR QUICK SALE
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Principal
Summer streets.
1930 Ford Coupe
WALLACE E. SPEAR
Herman R Winchenbaugh took Joseph E. Blaisdell, Dr. and Mrs Wil
PHONE 162-W
ROCKLAND
1929 Essex Coach
as his subject. "Where the Depression liam Ellingwood, Mr and Mrs Hervey
69* lt
Came From," and after the talk an | C. Allen. Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy,
1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
swered many questions , and while Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow and Mr
TONSILS
1928 Dodge Sedan
and Mrs Wallace Spear The Country
No rlak to patient; no hospitalization only a few of the questions were
Club Orchestra furnished delightful
settled
In
a
complete
manner,
the
Free
Examining
Clinic
3
to
9
p.
m.
1930 Oldsmobile Cabriolet
Saturdays .
members got a new slant on world music, Its personnel for the occasion
DR. ETHEL CRIE
being James O'Hara, director and
conditions.
Osteopathic Physician
Many other* to choose
The next outing wlll be In July pianist, L. M. Lawrence harmonica
I Ofllce TeL 136; Rea. S3. Thomayton
from
157S78 I when the annual election of officers and guitar, Miss Dorothy Feeney sax,
' takes place. It Is planned to have Ted Lawrence banjo and Jazz whistle,
Prices range from
an outing each month, all with the Mrs. Emma Harvie trombone, and
$25.00 to $750.00
ladles Invited, excepting the July Sherman Rubenstein violin.
i session.
PIONEER PAVILION
TOGUS vs. COLBY
This meeting was arranged by
Louis F. Morrison and President Ray
EAST UNION
Sherman and was attended by Mr. Chummy Gray Wlll lace Men Who
Helped “Mule" Win the Champion
1 and Mrs. F H Ingraham. Mr. and
RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ship
Mrs L. A. Packard. Hezekiah Lunt,
Music By
Leroy Williams, L. F. Morrison, Mrs
ROBBINS' ORCHESTRA
Chummy Gray, the Rockland boy
Lillian F. Joyce, H J. Glidden, Mrs.
who led the Togus team to victory
Men
35c:
Ladies
IS
Marjorie Olidden. G. A. Brewster.
■aaaotM
8 30 Standard Time
belter KANT APSIfiV
Mrs. Hope Brewster, Luke R. Brews over the New England Clowns last
B*’Tlv
53Th-S-tf
ter. Mr. and Mrs. O C. Diesler, Mr Sunday will again pitch for Togus
tomorrow. Colby will be well repre
and Mrs. R S. Sherman. Mr and Mrs.
R. E. Stickney, Miss 8hirley. Master sented as the Waterville Collegians,
j Eugene Stickney, R. A. Crie, Donald booked to oppose the strong Togus
ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF THE 1933 SEASON OF
Crie and the guest speaker. H R outfit, ls composed of no less than
seven boys who made their varsity
I Winchenbaugh.
baseball letters with the State
championship mule outfit this spring.
(FOR BOYS FROM SIX TO SIXTEEN!
Headlining the Mules will be the
three Peabody brothers who can play
HOBBS’ LAKE—HOPE, MAINE
any position on the field, Ralph and
BAY OR LAND
July 6th to August 24th
Woody were on the varsity nine at
To or From Summer Homes
Colby, but Jim was Ineligible al
For Information Address
36 fl Cruiser—All Facilities
though considered better player
PHILLIP A. JONES, Owner & Director, Hope, Me.
than either of hls brothers. Ralph,
DEEP SEA FISHING
68-69
who hurled Colby to a State title,
Capable Skipper
will start on the mound for the Col
Make Reservations of
legians and should the going get too
tough Brother Jim will step into tha
V.P. HALL, Rockland
67-69
breach. Then Woody., who will start
at short, will bc available for work
if both of hls brothers fall. Hardo
Durrell will 6tep behlno the bat to
I, Edward C. Payson, of Rockland, Maine, hereby
handle the slants of Ralph Peabody
give notice that 1 have been appointed by the Su
At flrst will be Carleton Thomas who.
through illness, was unable to play
preme Judicial Court Special Master for the purpose
In My Offlre or At Your Home
an entire season with the RoundyOnly
of receiving, ascertaining and fixing all claims of
coached team.
Charlie Oreer.
priority against the Security Trust Co., and 1 have
Colby's freshman who led the team
This Offer Is For a Limited Time
ln batting will be on second. At
fixed Monday, June 12th, 1933, at 9 o’clock in the
third is Scrubby Sawyer who held
forenoon, Standard Time, as the time, and the Law
down the position with Colby. Woody
Cor. Broadway and Limerock SL
Library at the Court House in said Rockland, as the
Telephone 684-J
• Peabody starts at short. In the out
field will be Paddy Davan. Colby
68-69
place of the first meeting to hear such claims.
captain. Jim Peabody and Dftn Ayette.
another varsity Colby man.
All claims should be presented in writing and sup
Togus will take the field with these
ported by affidavit.
stalwarts ln uniform; Chummy Oray
I of Rockland. Norman Merrill of Cony
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
I High, Clark Abbott, former Maine
star. Jit Ricker and Charlie Burdell
Special Master
of Bowdoin; Tony Lombardo and
Specialize en Chimes and French
Hall. Hall. Norway's great shortstop
Clocks
87-69
Game to start at 2 30 daylight.
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located al
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Roekland
AT
I hare the largest assortment of Plants in Knox County. All

Volume 88.....................Number 69

THREE CENTS A COPY

ROCKLAND BASEBALL ASSOCIATION

BENEFIT DANCE
at thc

SPANISH VILLA
MONDAY, JUNE 12
MUSIC BY AL ROUGIER’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 30 Cents

/

"Just look at my ear, will youf"

smashed Much damage was done
to shade trees, but crops as yet but
, a short distance above ground did
not suffer greatly Holes were tom
I tn soft lawns where the abnormal
j messengers from the sky struck.
And all Rockland had was a little
And here in Rockland we had a
pussyfoot rain
few drops of rain, a little heat light
ning and mild thunder.
the top of the car a sound as if
Thomas H. Chisholm brought to
someone was pelting It with potatoes, The Courier-Gazette office a cupful
and we saw hailstones strike the of hailstones, measuring more than
road which were almost the size of an inch in diameter which had been
tennis balls. The highway became picked up by Marcus P Chandler In
filled with leaves and twigs, and as Camden last night .

AT THE SNOW YARD

A MODEL PLANT

Where 60 Men Have Been Such Is the Ambition For
Busy This Spring—Want
Togus Soldiers' Home—
ed, More Work

The New Hospital

»

-----

Knox County baseball fans who
attended last Sunday's game in
Togus noted with much interest
that the exterior of the new veter
an's hospital has been completed
and that two other modern build
ings have replaced old and Inade
quate structures
Thr new hospital Ls an Imposing
building. It cost Uncle Sam $80,000
to learn that the foundation flrst
selected was not a suitable one. but
everything now appears to be hunkydory Tn this connection the fol
lowing despatch from Washington,
published ln yesterday's Portland
paper, ls Interesting:
"A mlllion-dollar renovation of
thc National Soldiers Home at Togus
Is in sight, under the public works
section of the national recovery bill,
now before the Senate. Represen
tative Moran is pressing the Veter
ans Administration for a model
home at Togus. out of the approxi
mately $20,000,000 which the Veter
ans Administration will have as Its
share of the public works program.
He has also had it up with Col. Tripp,
chief of construction of the Veterans
Administration and with officials of
the Treasury, and ts very hopeful
that a home in keeping with the new
Togus Hospital may soon be under
construction.
"He has asked that Maine ma
terials be used so far as possible
should the home be approved Moran
A ONE-WAY VOTE
Is not only anxious to get the model
Editor of The Courier-Oazette —
home, but as he puts lt 'I want the
Anoint this subject of prohibition ' Togus project to be too valuable ever
and the letters, pro and con, that to be abandoned
have recently appeared ln your
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
columns:
There te a puzzle here—and I don’t
If I had to live my life again I would
mean jigsaw puzzle If. as the “drys" have
made a rule to read some poetry
listen to some mualc at least onca
argue, prohibition has proved such and
a week The low. of theae tastes la a low
a benefit and such a blessing to the of happiness.—Charles Darwin,
country, why te tt that the voters of
THE COWBELLS
State after State are hastening to
Not because of thelr own music
Ab they tinkle down the lane.
repudiate It by such tremendous ma
But from memories Interwoven
jorities?
i
|
Would I hear the bells again,
With their Jingle. Jingle. Jangle.
Of course I don't know any more I
As up from woodland tangle
Beat and Moil come home.
about tt than the man ln the moan,
but it would seem to me that the peo
Melody I’ve heard that's sweeter
Swelling from the thrushes’ throats;
ple of these United States have be-1
But there's country peace and quiet
Mingled ln the cowbells’ notes.
come tired of being so benefited, and
With their Jingle. Jingle. Jangle.
so blessed. Queer!
Ab up from woodland tangle
Kate and Nell come home.
Wait until the voters of our own j
State—that so called “Stronghold of j Possibly, because I'm weary
Of a city's ceaseless strife
Prohibition-" (?)—have thelr turn to That
my heart swells out ln longing
Por the quiet, rural life.
express their choice. You'll be sur
Where with Jingle Jangle. Jingle
prised, or—will you?
Gael
From lowland, dell and dingle
All the cows come home.
Matinicus, June 8
. -FUa»b?ih JX-PrestoQ.

With approximately 60 men on the
payroll things are fairly busy down
at the I L. Snow Co.'s plant, and it
is to be regretted that the crew has
nearly caught up with the work In
hand Manager Gatcomb has his
weather eye constantly open how
ever. and if there are any more Jobs
obtainable he will bring them to this
port.
Steamer North Haven Is having
quite an extensive Job done—a new
keel, part of a new bottom on the
starboard side, boilers Jacked up and
new stay-bolts for the boiler. •
Repairs on the steamer Oen. R.
M Bachelder of the Quartermaster's
Department are drawing to a close
The upper deck Is now receiving at
tention and it is probable that the
craft wlll return lo Portland next
Thursday. The inspectors speak in
terms of highest praise concerning the
calibre of thc work done at the 8now
plant.
Thc scallop dragger Virginia R.,
owned by Capt Lew Wallace, gets a
new stem and painting. Yesterday
the scallop dragger Pauline Boland,
Capt. Arthur Bain, was hauled out
for repairs
A 30-foot cruiser,
shipped from Wilmington, Del. by
the American Car * Foundry Co. for
Dr Moreland of Now York and Bluehill. was unloaded by Uie company
and put In the water.

Every-Other-Day
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of 7.15. This is proving to be an hour
WARREN
of spiritual refreshing and all mem
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
I
,
bers and friends of the church are
The children who had the Schick
■
— Llsie Lane r ails 1 o Locate
: cordially urged to attend. Begin- test Wednesday are asked' to come 1
And the work of righteousness
Ta
But Djs.
■ ning June 18, the Church Schooi will to the Congregational chapel Mon
shall be peace; and the effect of
°
be held according to the summer day at 1 o'clock daylight, for a test
covers Many Others
righteousness, quietness and assur
schedule, at 10 o'clock, and morning reading.
,
ance forever.—Is. 32:17.
service at 11 o'clock.
: j Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Woman's Club met Tuesday
• • • •
Where can I And the scarlet tanaevening, with the new officers in
TIIE CURTIS FUNERAL
Children's Day at the First Bap their chairs, and about 30 members
____
] ger? On reading Miss Burpee's "Bird
tist Church will open with, "Hark! in attendance. A brief business'
Yesterday’s services accompany- {stories and Observations” in a
Hark!; the lark," Liszt, played on the session was held and tlie program
lng the burial of Cyrus H. K. Curtis I March issue of this paper and learnorgan and piano by Mrs Elsa Con
wcre In harmony with the charac ing that the tanager sometimes visit
consisted of the reading of poems,
stantine and Miss Edna Gregory. several of the members taking part.
ter of the man, beautiful and ed her feeding station, I became in
Church sohool at noon hour; Chris
simple. Tire brief newspaper story terested to keep my eyes open for a
Mrs. Sarah Starrett who is ill at J
tian Endeavor at 6 o'clock. The High
states that relatives and many chance to observe this bird with its
the home cf her son Dr. Joseph Star- ’
School
baccalaureate
services
will
be
close friends crowded into the brilliant plumage. No doubt lt fre
rett in Bangor is suid to be impbovat 7.15. The choir will sing "On
music room of the home at Wyn quents some spot not far away, some
int;.
life
’
s
highway."
Bertrand
'Brown
cote, to pay their final tribute. roadside tree-top perhaps; and it may I
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont. Mass..!
and, "Ye that stand in the house.’
Although the family made known be responsible for a note I sometimes
was
a recent guest of her sister Mrs.
Spinney. Mr MacDonald's subject,
that floral tributes should be omit confuse with that of the oriole or j
Martha Watts.
the
mottor
of
the
graduating
class.
ted, many offerings were received robin. Yet I have looked long and
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Knight of,
"Our today—the world's tomorrow.”
and they were banked high about patiently, but I have not seen the
SERMONETTE
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 1 Camden, accompanied by Mrs. Ar-,
the spacious room. Tlie services scarlet tanager.
7.15. The Rainbow Hour will be I thur L. Perry of Warren, motored
were conducted by the Rev. Dr.
While in quest of the scarlet tanaDeep Waters
broadcast over WLBZ Wednesday j Wednesday to Portland where they
Frederick R. Oriffin, of the First ger I saw many other birds, if not the
, attended graduation exercises in tlie '
The terrific gale 6f last Janu
evening from 7. to 7.30.
Unitarian Church, Philadelphia. one in which I had most interest .
| evening at the Maine School for tlie'
Members of the Portland Men's As a pastime, “birding" is a source ary, which lashed our coast and
THE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
i Deaf. They were accompanied on '
wrought
such
have:
to
property
Singing Club of Portland sang two of much enjoyment. The 9-year-olo
their return home by Donald, son of
along
shore
with
the
high
tide
favorite hymns of Mr. Curtis. ornithologist who complained to me
Ridge and Port Clyde Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Knight and Walter
Burial was in West Laurel Hill that the bird she was trying to de and tremendous seas, again
The services for SundaJune 11.
son of Mrs. Arthur Perry both of |
Cemetery near Philadelphia. A scribe just would not keep still long , brought peril to the lighthouse
Rev Milton R. Kerr, pastor, will be
whom attend school there, for the
note of interest in connection with enough for her to pick lt, was begin- | service, and like the beacons
At 10.30 a. m and 3 p. m.. subject. I
,7"’
I
summer
vacation.
which
they
tend,
flashed
out
the
the burial services was the playing ning to learn that lt ls quite a game
"Saved To Love and Suffer." The
Sunday
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs
j
of the organs throughout the to identify the many kinds of birds courage of the keepers.
evening service will be eliminated in
Those
who,
in
this
coming
sum

country which had been gifts by we have in orchard, held, and woods.
order to attend tho baccalaureate Fred Mathews were Dr. und Mrs. H
mer sail idly by such stations' as
Mr. Curtis. These included the two The thrush loves seclusion; and, to
service at Tenant's Harbor. Sunday- L Richards of Rockland.
Half-way Rock, Matinicus Rock,
Mrs. Hattie Moody of Augusta was
Camden organs, that of the Epis find its haunt, one seeks the quiet ot
schools and C. E. at usual hours.
overnight
guest Tuesday of Mrs
copal church played by Mrs. Ralph the woods. In contrast to the hermit 1 Mount Desert Rock, can with
Midweek services Wednesday at
Hayden and the Congregational ways of the thrush, the warbler I difficulty picture them lashed by
7.30 at the Ridge; Thursday, 7.30 at Anna Starrett and attended Canton
Molineaux field duy held at Rock
played by James J. O'Hara.
comes almost to our doors in the mi- j angry seas forty feet high.
Port Clyde.
It was a cruel experience when
grating season, but it, too, is elusive,
land Wednesday,
come next, Bernice Overlook. daugh- ’ the clas3 to the tune of "Drink To , who now must carry on alone and It
IN APPRECIATION
j is the wish of everyone that the
flitting about among the foliage, so | the keepers gathered thelr wives
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Hr of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock, Me Only With Thine Elyes.”
Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Corner
and children from the warm
I restless in the pursuit of insects that
the ode
burden may be made as light*as posMorning subject at each of the Mcore Tuesday and Tuesday night hading, bearing a basket of roses
homes into the tower at Mt. above churches will be "Examination were Mrs. Frank Ames and Mrs and prettily dressed in yellow. As With Hope and Joy in our heart
Knowing itself to be, ln tlie ' lt is difficult to recognize tjie marksible.
memories of these High School Days !
nature of things, a subject of I ings of color or the snatches of song 1 Desert Rock. Momentarily ex
Besides the three sons and one
befitted their dignity the senior class And
Day.” Tlie Lord's supper will be ad- i C H. Ring of Matinicus.
Will ne'er from us depart
pecting their dwellings to be
criticism, reviewed as it is by hun that give the clue to its Identity.
daughter, Mr. Young is survived by
Mrs G D. Gould entertained Wed came last, tlie girls dressed in lovely And as we pass to an unseen goal
ministered at close of the service in
— t .. . l.
.
With strength and courage too.
dreds of readers whose tastes and
j 17 grandchildren, of whom he was
I have kept a Ust of the birds swept away, fifteen tong hours the Wiley Corner Church; Bible nesday Mrs Ambrose Mills and Mrs. gtWl.s of pale
pink with White shoes
hope that In time to come
they staid in the top of the lofty Schools as usual.
opinions are spread as wide apart which I have seen this spring, and
• very fond, two sisters, Mrs Einma
William Benner, both of Rockland. and stocking, the boys in navy blue These friendships we’ll renew
lighthouse. They took foed to
as the poles, a newspaper needs to most of these I noted within the dis
’ WyUie of Warren, Mrs. Mary B
The 6.15 Christian Endeavor meet- I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews, Mr £U.tS Martha Oriffin, daughter of Behind we leave our friends 60 dear.
Jones of North Attleboro, Mass. and
accompany itself with a philosophy tance of half a mile from my home cover an emergency of four days.
ing will be omitted at the Harbor and Mrs. Percy Bowley and Miss Mrs. Ethel Oriffin. exquisite in yelIt was ample, for if more was
one brother Oeorge B. Young of Ar
which is content with doing the in Rockport. It includes the follow
Church, here will be special musk Deris Bowley attended field day of low, marched before them, carrying And now we bld you »d"’u
. . . , .
_
And as wp pass trom these days, we ask lington, Mass.
needed it would never matter.
best it can. But not all the things ing species according to the order of
at the 7 o'clock service, following the Canton Molineaux Wednesday at a basket of American Beauty roses To
~ be not forgotten by you—
time goes on. remember us.
On Half-Way Rock their thou
said of any newspaper are un ttme in which I saw them: Starling,
which the baccalaureate address to Rcbkland. Mr. and Mrs. Mathews
The class roll contains the follow As
For the deeds we shall do.
Things haven't hit bottom so long
pleasantly critical. Occasionally downy woodpecker, hairy woodpecker, sand gallon water tank was swept
the graduating class of St. George dining at Rockledge Inn. Spruce ing names: Kendall Adams, Helen
away and the dory, slung thirty High School will be delivered by the [ Head.
as it's safe to pass a collection plate
there comes to the desk a word of I herring gull, chickadee, brown creep
Boyd, Douglas Bowley, Andrew
Lewis Hosea Young
feet above the highest tide mark, pastor, subject, "The Challenge of
from hand to hand.—Paterson News
appreciation which renews that er, fish crow, tree sparrow, pigeon,
Several friends and relatives ex Cornell, Marguerite Haskell. Osino
Funeral*
services for Lewis H..
What Next?" Other pastors of the tended L. D. Gammon a birthday Hlrvela, Edward Lamplnen, Shirley
ambition felt by the conductors of ;ong sparrow, junco, grackle. English was seized by a mammoth wave.
town will participate in the service.
every business to render it worthy sparrow, robin, crossbill, bluebird. At Matinicus Rock the ocean
party at his home Wednesday eve- Payson, Carol Saucier, Dorothy Side- Young, who died suddenly May 20.
MICKIE SAYS—
• • • •
of success. Such messages are not Savannah sparrow, purple finch, roared across while the deep
ning An enjoyable social time was linger, Douglas Starrett, Nathalie were held from his late home in
Long Cove
Pleasantville,
Rev.
Howard
A.
Welch
yellow-bellied
sapsucker.
tree
swal

waters
flowed
over
it
like
a
river.
wanting to the publication the
spent, Mr Gammon being the Starrett.
C
St. George's Church (Episcopal). pleased recipient of three birthday
officiating. Two hymns were effective
God alone had these human
JU.‘ HAVJKIWS SEX. OUR.
• • • .
reader now has in his hand. Some low, eave swallow, flicker, phoebe
PAPER. GAUSES TROUBLE
Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector: Vespers cakes, and ice cream and C3ke were
Prayer was offered by Rev. H. I. ly sung by Chester WyUie, nephew of
times it takes pleasure in giving chipping sparrow, orchard oriole keepers in His keeping. He just
AT HlS HOUSE EVERV TIME
and sermon at 4 p. m.
as truly holds every soul, could
rerggd. Present besides the honor Helt, pastor of the Congregational ! the deceased. You In Your Small
them to the types, not boastfully, (rarely a visitor to Maine!, mallard
IT SHOWS OPw SEEMS
Corner
and
I
In
Mine,"
and
‘
'Some
THEV All U/AMT TO REA0
guest were Mr and Mis. E. L. Moody, Church. Osmo Hirveia was saluta
but in a wider acknowledgment of yellow warbler, rose-breasted gros we but sense it.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Wiiliam A. Holman.
rr FIRST
Raymond Kenniston, Mr. and Mrs. torian and as such he delivered his Day We'll Understand." The bearers
the friendly spirit of their writers. beak, Baltimore oriole, least flycatch
er,
oven-bird,
black-throated
green
Services will bTh^d at the Baptist E<Jwin O;,mmt>n and
Ear1' Mr
8 Splendid mann<T' having were the three surviving sons Ernest,
Such ccmes to hand from Albert
and sonwarbler, black-poll warbler, rubyAt First Church of Christ, Scien Church Sunday a. 7.30. standard
Mprrtl1 Pa>Ton- A ° Johnh* “***' ‘,Social
, Allen
ln.,awand Maynard. Young,
Qn
OurAlf
T. Gould, a former Thomaston boy
Interment
threated
hummingbird,
catbird, tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster Brainerd Thurston will be the -on- Miss Helen HiU- Austin G81"’ He P0101”1 001
althou«h human
-who has won distinction in the law
Attract
black and white warbler. Blackburn streets. Sunday services are at 10.30
men ar.d Irvin Gammon all of War- nature has remained the same the j was at the pleasantvUle cemetery,
Trade
circles of Boston.
speaker.
ian warbler, cedar waxwing, yellow- and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
J ren. Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Soule and part thousand years, social life has
Young was bom July 17, 1862
LiB?
"In renewing my subscription to
ykgnet
We shudder to think what would' children Austin and Barbara of Wal- changed rapidly, so rapidly that in in Warren, son of Allen and Matilda
The Courier-Gazette." (Mr. Gould throated vireo, kingbird, brown mon tomorrow will be “God the
writes i "I want to assure you that thrasher, northern yellow-throat, Preserver of Man." Sunday School is happen to old Shylock now If he tried deboro, Miss Hazel Moody of 7act a citizen of 1730 would think < Briggs) Young Jr., one of a family
warbler, kingfisher at 11.45 Wednesday evening testi
if I have remained silent when bay-breasted
S’
Fairfield, Herbert Loring of Waldo- this another world. Human culture of nine children. His school days
to coaect —Youngstown Vindicator.
seme particularly interesting arti white-throated sparrow, redstart,
boro,
and
Herbert
Waller
of
Pittswa5
divided
into
three
parts:
Savagwere
spent
at
Pleasantville,
and
durmony
meeting
is
at
7.30.
The
read

cle has appeared in its columns, bobolink, red-winged blackbird, cowattmets only
fleld, the latter house guest this week cry, in which human nature fitted it- d,g hls lifetime he had followed the
ing room is located at 400 Main
it is not because I have been unap
£==1I==1I
—
‘feelourMs1
bird,
Canadian
warbler,
hermit
preciative of its merits Although
I of Mr and Mrs Gammon.
1 self to
demand of geography and vocation of farmer. He was well
street and is open week days from
circumstances compel me to read thrush, blue heron, rusty blackbird, 2 until 5 p. m.
Friends are pleased to learn that climate; barbarism, when man first known in Rockport where he peddled
1
a great many things more or less blue-headed vireo. sandpiper, hooded
• • • •
j Mrs Nellie Davis who has been so (tab.ished permanent habitat, and butter for 26 years and was always
uninteresting. I can honestly .say warbler, wood pewee, red-eyed vireo
1 UI the past three weeks is again up made better tools' civilization, the lound very kind and obliging to every
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) j
that I regularly read The Counerruby-crowned kinglet (a Northern Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv- j Men! wear a cool!: and about.
Gazette with interest
organization of trade and commerce me. March 20, 1886. he was united
“I like especially the news from bird in summer), black-throated blue ices for tomorrow will be appropri
A mott entertaining alumni party in the four sta«es' orKrnlzed mar- >n marriage with Miss Martha A
the lighthouses along the coast, warbler, veery.
ate for the Feast of the Blessed
is planned for the evening of June ket- industry, develops it of capi- Davis of Warren, by Rev. 8 V. Norand congratulate you upon starting
If one would see bobolinks, not a Trinity: Holy Communion at 7 30; )
that feature of the paper. To read
24 at Glover hall, and the public is talism and credit and world inde- . cross, and of this union flve children
were born. Abbie B. the oldest ot
the news from the stations which stray one now and then, but bobo church school at 9.30; choral euch
cordially invited. The entertain- ^en<Ience- .
I have many times passed while links so numerous that it is im arist and sermon at 10.30. Monday.
ment is in charge of Mrs. Nettie
Miss Marguerite Haskell held third whom dl€d in infancy, Laura G., now
cruising, is like sitting down with possible to escape seeing them, he St. Barnabas day. holy communion at
Vinal. refreshments under the su- P1^ >n the class, her part being Mrs Earl Robinson of Warren, Ernthe keepers and their families and should walk to Simonton's Comer
7 a. m. Thursday. Corpus CSiristi,
pervision of .Mrs. Florence Davis the chronicles of her class since they ist A Young and Maynard L. Young
having a regular yarn with them.
I have often wondered, as I sailed by the way of Main street. The open holy communion at 7 a. m. Daily
Warren, and Allen H. Young ot
and Mrs. Anna Starrett will oversee , entered High School four years ago)
by these lighthouses, what might fields along the road are alive with vespers at 4 30.
and she gave in a clear and concise East Union,
the
decorations.
One
member
of
;
be going on there—what sort of life these birds, singing all day long
• • • •
Young was a member of the
was being lived there—and now, whether in the grass, on the wing, or
each class graduating from the high | manner, and with subtle humor, the
Children's Day will be observed at
many
events
which
had
occurred
in
Warren
Baptist Church for the past
through your columns, I can get
school has been asked to notify
an insight into the lives of the on a perch many fecit above the the Universalist Church at the 10.45
that time.
I 37 years- also member of Pioneer
other
members
of
their
class.
A
service. In addition to a miscellan
ipecple who keep the lights burning meadow.
Miss Dorothy Sidelinger read the ' Granje of Ea£t Union, which he atsmall admission fee will be charged
cn the headlands and the lonely
At many places this road crosses eous program by classes, the junior
will, bringing down the house in her tended “ lon* 85 hls health would
CALL HAVENER 792
islands of our coasts.
to
defray
expenses.
Tickets
will
oe
Goose River. Near the stream where vested choir will sing two anthems,
reference
to
Uie
class
money
held
®nd
of
Knox
Pomona
Grange,
"And I liked especially that poem
on sale bv the teachers. Frank Rowe.
w uie cuu» mvnvy iiem
.i Anytime. We are on your
by Mr. Baker in your issue of May the cat-tails grow are the red-winged and the regular quartet wiil sing as
president of the Alumni Associa- ’ by the Security Trust Company and
arren
,e,
At one
30—‘Maine Harbors For All Voyag blackbirds. It is an attractive sight an anthem "Suffer little children to
street today with the
tion, and the members of the execu- nuvny other witticisms contained
8 mas er 0
oneer
ers.’ It is a true and deeply sympa to view one of these blackbirds with come unto me.” There will be a
Orange and also had held offices- in '
thetic and beautiful expression of its flash cf color balancing and christening of infants, and Rev. Mr
tive board. Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs therein.
the Warren Lodge and Knox Pomona.1
the feeling that all of us State of
Ella Cunningham, Miss Edna F
Fourth place or prophecy was given
The death of Mr. Young marked 47
Mainers have for cur old home, a swinging on a reed so light that a Welch will present a short talk.
Boggs and Irvin Gammon. The clas.' Miss Shirley Payson, the things befeeling that deepens with the pass wind would almost bend it and Children are asked to be at the ves
years of very happily wedded life ,
of 1933 will be special guests.
ing foretold very interestingly and in
ing years.
Albert T. Gould"
peacefully singing "Oak-a-ree, oak-< try not later than 10.15. This will
and whole hearted devotion of one
scene cases quite truthfully.
a-ree." Its mood may quickly change mark the closing of the church school
to the other, neither going anywhere
Graduation Exercises
PRESIDENTIAL PUBLICITY
A fine address to undergraduates without the other. The past two i
in another moment, should an in until fall. The week's activities in
Cleans the air in your refriger
Thursday evening relatives and was given by Edward Lampinen, in
truder approach its nest. Almost clude the annual parish meeting and
ator and carries the foul air and
friends cf the graduates, class of ! which he admonished the under years that he had been in feeble dirt down the drain pipe, at the
Not only does the exalted charac frantic, with poise gone, the red
supper Monday at 6 o'clock.
1933, Warren High School, packed classmen to finish a task once begun, health. Mrs. Young had tenderly j same time keeping your Milk and
ter of the office place the Presi wing circles about screaming over
• • • •
dent himself in the inexorab'e head; and, in fear, it gives away the
Glover
hall to capacity to enjoy the that responsibility to work is a char' cared for her husband. Sympathy! Foods in Perfect Condition.
The subject of Pastor Perry's rer
goes out from all her friends to her 1
56&58
glare of publicity, but the members secret, revealing the nest woven mon at the Littlefield Memorial
graduation exercises. The hall had acter buHder Md'pleasure. Leming
of his family also are called upon among the rustles.
been transformed to unusual at- to obey was stressed as most importChurch at 10.30 will be "In Christ."
Elsie M. Lane
to share the conspicuousness of the
tractivencss with crepe paper drapes unt
thls kn(/wledgp ts needed
The choir will sing the anthem,
Rockport
light that beats upon the throne.
and valarccs of silver grey and fore one can command Tlie value of
"Christ's Bethany. Junior Church
American Beauty red, caught back I the improvement cf leisure time was
Mrs. Roosevelt's social activities in
Ellis W. Nash, who divides his time meets at the same hour under the
the regions of clubdom and else between Damariscotta and Florida, I direction of Miss Olive Bragg Sun
at each window with a rose and bit emphasized also.
* Here's a real find in
where, her air flights, which just and who is powerful busy in both day School at 11.45 with a class for
of green, festoons overhead alternat
Dcuglass Starrett employed the
now have had to do with the west places, was a visitor Thursday in this everybody. Members of the B Y.P.U. summer comfort, Men!
ing the class colors, the stage made vehicle of clever rhyme in hls part,
ern coast, all find natural setting city where he resided in his younger will conduct a meeting at the Ingra- | This hat weighs just
to represent a garden vLsta in the the presentation of gifts. Miss Carol
ln the picture. And the front days. Mr. Nash, who is a former ham's HUI Chapel at 2 30 with Miss about as much as a feathcentre, the background banked with Saucier gracefully rendering the pre
These plants are hard to get; get yours while you can
pages yesterday turned their dis representative to the Maine Legisla- [ Arlene Chaples as leader, so there
evergreen and splashes of color made sentation of thc return gift to him
er so you can imagine
by rests. An arch of evergreen oc and the appropriate words of appre
play headings lo the 22-year-old l ture, is a sort of an individual Charn- will be no meeting at 6.15. At 7.15
cupied the centre of the stage and ciation to the teachers, school com
son of the family and his 21-year0, commerce, and is always the Sunday School children will pre how comfortable it is on
old wife, whose marital affairs have j fcund b:htad
movcment which sent a Children's Day concert. Tues your head. You can just
tbovc was suspended the class motto, mittee and superintendent.
in silver letters, "We Finish To Be
gone into the divorce court. There premises well for Lincoln County's day evening at 7.30 is the mid-week j put it on and forget all
Subject of the valedictory by Miss
gin." Robbins' Orchestra of Union Helen Boyd was "The Modem Lssue
is a great deal of these matters I twin towns.
prayer meeting.
about it. Yet the felt is
personal to the President’s family ,
___________
was at lhe left side of the stage and of America," in which she carried
so well made that it will
At Pratt Memorial M .E. Church
which should be of no concern to
Dr WaUer Adams astronomer of
the school faculty. Principal Charles the early historical events of the
the world at large; but the public Mount Wilson Observatory, speaking tomorrow will be Children's Sunday. keep its shape and wear
Dwinal and Mrs. Florence Gardiner, United States in growth economical
will not admit that fact. The of the ungrateful attitude of some The gills and boys of the church exceptionally well.
end Frank Rowe, superintendent oi ly, speaking of the development of
BEDDING PLANTS
lightest gossip, such as neighbors war dsbtors, told a story of gratitude: school will attend the 10 30 service in |
I Echccls, were at the right
banks, native industries, tariff, ma
exchange over the back fence
Arnold Robinson, junior, had chinery. “In terms of material prog
"A hunter in thc Jungle came across a body and Rev. Mr. Brooks will Greys,
while hanging out the morning an elephant limping. The hunter preach a .special sermon to them, "pan8
charge of the baton and to the ress, 1000 years have elapsed since
TODAY IS “NATIONAL SHUT-IN DAY”
wash, concerns itself with the followed lt. Finally it toppled over. topic. "A string of pearls." The vest- Whites
strains of a march the students of 1900." She spoke of the World War
family of the White House and wiil The hunter examined its feet. In one cd choir will render the following an- ,
’
the High School filed in, the junior as giving one of the greatest eco
We shall be glad to contribute flowers to shut-ins re
not let it alone. It is a part of there was a large thorn. This he re thems "Sing aloud unto Ood," Wooler. I L»reens,
class in the lead, little Lois Norwood, nomic gifts to the world, "a seller’s
the price which has to be paid by moved.
ported to us today by responsible persons.
and "Come ye children," Rogers j
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Leroy Nor market." In conclusion she said
those who attain to exalted pos wood, dainty in pink, as flower girl, farewell to the class.
“Years passed and the hunter was The church school regular session
tions.
bearing a basket of bright pink car
in a cheap scat at a circus. A turn at noon. The annual Children’s Day
Superintendent Frank Rowe then
nations. The sophomore class fol presented to the class their diplomas,
was given by a troup of performing concert Sunday at 4 o'clock, instead
It is objected that Roosevelt's labor elephants. One of these elephants of at the usual evening hour. The
J lowed, Charlotte Overlock daughter the parchment placed in hard covers
cf Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Overlock, very as a book, something new in the style
army would pay its men only $1 a day. reached in its trunk, encircled hls Epworth League service will be omit
floweA shop
Roosevelt simply has the funny idea waist, and lifted him from his cheap ted this week. The Tuesday evening
cunning in pink and with a basket this year.
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
overflowing with pink rose buds pre
that $1 a day is better than nothing seat and set him down ln a scat in a c rvice of Christian fellowship will
In conclusion the class ode, writ
IE
ceding them, The freshman class ten by Kendall Adams, was sung by
a week.—San Diego Union.
i private tox."—Philadelphia Bulletin. begin at 7.30 from now on, instead j ?
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birds one sees

IN THE

CHURCHES

IF you have something to sell
and are in a big hurry to

sell it, let the classified advertising

department of The Courier-Gazette

prove its ability as a speedy and
efficient sales medium.

Featherweight

Felt!

YES! YES! WE SELL
:: IC E ::

Best and Cheapest
Refrigerant
::ICE::

SATURDAY SPECIALS

“CALLA LILY BEGONIAS,” 50c and 75c

CELERY, PEPPER PLANTS AND
SEEDLINGS in variety
30c per dozen

$095

2

Quality Hats

SILSBY’S

Every-Othir-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
Pl rut Baptist Church.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 14—W. C. T. U. County Conven
tion ut Methodist Church In Union.
June 14-15 -Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
June 15—Rockland High School com- ’
mencement at the auditorium.
J^V 15—Vinalhaven" High "graduation. ]
June 15—Camden High School graduation at Library Amphitheatre.
June is—Rockland High School alum-1
n'jJnee 20-M-Annual session of united
Buptlst Convention of Maine, with
United Buptlst Church. Lewiston
June 24—Bt. John’s Duy.
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 24- Maine Rental Society meets
In Augusta
June‘25l-30- Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.
i
July 4—Independence Day.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 10, 1933
H. M. Davis, who was machinist on
J. E. Clough and Thomas Constan- |
CAMDEN
the Kickapoo, has moved to Indiana. tine attended an electrolux clinic in
Bangor Thursday.
Mrs. p J Oood with
assistance
_____
of her son John will continue the unMore rain and a little less electrical
The annual parish meeting of the dertaklng business conducted by her
display would have suited lots of folks
Universalist Church will take place j late husband.
last night.
Monday night. Supper at 6.
The annual meeting at the Cam------| den Garden Club will be held at
Harry B. Jackson of Lebanon, N.
Public supper will be served to- Whitehall Inn June 20.
H , ls in the city for the weekend, a
night from 5 to 7 in the Undercroft j Mrs. Albert E. Luce will entertain ’
guest at The Thorndike.
of St. Peter's Church. Mrs. Robert j the ladies of the Methodist Society
______
j Wednesday afternoon.
Capt. Roy Morton and Wendell House ls in charge.
------! Mrs William J. Curtis has arrived i
Snowdeal have returned from Orand
Joseph Paquin, clerk at the State from New York cUy
opened
Manan, N. B., where they made a few
Prison, is moving his household goods
fQr
days' visit.
to Augusta, where he plans to spend | Capt
Mrs &inford o
bld«e are recelvlng ^.^alulatioiLS
The Hanrahan house opposite the weekends with his family.

Moor's drug store is being fitted up as
The British ""warship Duane ls ™ the birth cf a son. Paul Roscoe
a restaurant for Mont P. Trainer sheduled to visit Rockland harbor ,June 4 at COmmunlly ««*»**•
He expects to open before July 1st.
during the summer. Three other
”^ Bevera*' 8011 Do,uUd
WEATHER
.hi™ ui v. i »» .
.
daughter
Ruth of Yarmouth, have
British ships will be in Maine ports.
Pupils of Ruth E. Sanborn will ke
_____
been recent guests of Ills mother Mrs
About 8.30 last night there was the
distant muttering of thunder and the presented in recital Wednesday, June
Alden Perry has moved into the A. F. Beverage,
electric lights began that stuttering 14, at 7.30 at the Maine Music Com- house near the head of Cedar street
Following the regular meeting ol
and brief disappearance which is pany. Friends interested are invited formerly occupied by his father, Al- Maiden Cliff Rebekah Ixxige Wedusually the precourser of total dark- I to attend.
bra Perry, who has recently taken up nesday evening, there will be a meness. That was as far as it got in ,
-------his residence at the home of James morial service.
Rockland, but Camden and the
The Camden & Rockland Water Higgins, Bunker street. .
Prank Hanson and Merton Snipe
_____
! have returned to Bath after spend- )
northern parts of the county saw a Co. is setting a hydrant on iu LntoVeterans of Foreign Wars who se- iug several weeks In Camden,
real tantoaster, thrice repeated, sey street property, voluntarily turlights went out nnd hailstones rained nishing added fire protection to that cure new members will receive a wel- j Mrs. Ralph Young is to entertain
come souvenir from Percy McCusick the Bethany Class Tuesday evening,
down of huge dimensions. A notable congested locality.
in the form of a leather letter case.— | Yacht Yvonne, Capt. William S.
cccasion long to be remembered. 1
Early morning temperature is 68.
In Municipal Court yesterday Ernest Huntley-Hill Post serves a baked bean Annis, with the owner Nell W. Rice
skies slightly clouded, the day not j Tay‘°r was found
°f operating supper at the hall tonight.
and family, sail^l this week for
so hot. (this isn't slang), just right “ improperly registered motor car.
------I Manchester, Mass.
Painters are certainly accomplishMra
Haughn has
Ior afternoon sports and probably a , Jud«e Dwinal suspended sentence
ing wonders on Hotel Rockland, but ,unu.d
Mxss after
pleasant Sunday.
durir* B00<1 behavior.
Just wait until the second coat is ap- ;pendins
w
H Wllbur
The American Legion Auxiliary
There will be services at the Ho.- plied whenit will be a duplicate of the
will meet Monday evening at 7 30. | man Memorial chapel, IngTaham j Narragansett, its cousin, on Park and
Mrs. Alvah E. Greenlaw is ln Mt.
_____
Hill, Sunday at 2 30. and Sunday Union streets.
Hermon, Mass., where she will attend
Rockland High School graduates school at 2 o'clock. These services |
-------Commencement exercises at Mt. Her
The
46th
annual
convention
of
the
next week are going to tell us what will be held regularly during the
Knox County WC.T.U. will be held mon School, from which her son
has happened during the "Century of summer months.
at the Methodist Church in Union' Hayden
to be graduated,
Progress."
-------next Wednesday. Mrs Lora LaCanU* hl
Kld
-------Al Rougier’s Orchestra Is playing
Mance,
a
national
organizer,
will
be
>
wU1
*
al
Comique
HieAnd now those crawling caterpil- each Thursday and Saturday night
the
afternoon
speaker.
All
sessions
atre
Monday
'
Wednes
'
lars make all property owners regret at The Midway on the Orono road ln
of the COml“8 week
that they did not destroy the nests Bangor, and is given the credit of be wUl be held on standard time.
_____
; Mrs Joseph Defrees of Chicago has
when the work would have been easy ing the best dance drive that has ever
The annual picnic of Knox Coun- ■ epened her summer home on Bay
played at that institution.
ty Ministerial Association will be at view street .
This paper is requested to state
Camden High School graduates a
that service men who have seen I K Monday night u ,a)r (he mem. Tenant's Haibor on Monday at 10
o'clock. Take a picnic lunch and class of 38 next Thursday night—16
Overseas service can learn something
Qf
* Boy
wll,
to their advantage by calling at 285 tbe
at g o'clock for a supper dishes for steamed clams. How to hoys and 22 girls. The commenceget there: Take the next left-hand ment week catalogue includes these
Main street.
hike. Take meats to cook. If desired.
turn beyond the “Welcome to Ten- events: Sunday night, Baccalaureate
„ .
.7
TL
...
„ i M stormy, regular meeting ln the vesDel Bissonette, the Maine ball I
'
ant's Harbor,” sign, to the shore and ■ at First Congregational Church. Montry, at 7.
player, was not quite good enough
'
_____
boathouse. If lt rains, the picnic will day night, Junior prize speaking conI be the next fair dav
test, at Opera House. Tuesday night.
to hold his job as first baseman on
The Bull steamship Mary, laden 1
alumni
M
the Brooklyn team, and lias been
with paper from the Maine Seaboard
For
the
first
time
in
the
history
of
Thursday
night,
commencement
exfanned to Baltimore.
mill at Bu.ksporL passed by Wednes^ lhp j^aine Firemen’s Association a ercises at Library ampltheatre' weathEnsign Otis will be the Forty day bound for
trough
State-wide firemen’s memorial Sun- j er permitting). Priday night, recep'
Club s Monday speaker, telling the Oreat Lakes. Capt. John O Snow was day is taking place tomorrow. While , tion and ball at Opera House,
story of the Knox County Trust Co pilot to the open sea.
individual communities have paid
—————
A challenge to the 40 clubbers anSalvatore Carrise Leo Carrise and hcnor to deceased firemen, there has
The Knox and Lincoln Baseball
nent baseballhas been received from Joseph Bfuno of fioston arf ln thls never been a general memorial. This League will have a meeting next
the Lions. Action will result at vtcjnlty ,or a fortnlghfs fishing trip. I year a
conforms with the j Tuesday night at 8 o'clock in the
once, and such action.
Following the advice of Fred H. Small- New island Veteran's Association, Central Maine rooms, when plans for
„ . „ .
wood and Thomas Anastasio they are and 11 is expected that the Maine the season's schedule will be (Jscussed
Dark Harbor this season is without
.
j
Association will officiillv arlmt rhf
______ .u„______________ a
Pound not to go home empty handed *"oc™ wu' omclaUy
the
a summer hotel for tlie second time
Mrs. Oladys Morgan, contralto, was
_____
[ day at the next meeting.
rlnce Islesboro Inn was opened in
| guest soloist at the annual banquet
Next Tuesday State Tax Assessor
1890. David H. Smith, its manager pranj[ Holley goes on the road to
Employes of the Postoffice Cur- °f tlie Thomaston High School
lor many years will be host and man- h<jld
meetings ^jh municipal and nished the dinner Wednesday for the ! Alumni Association Thursday eveager of the Plnller cottage guest county offlcials vlsiting au of the 16 Beys' and Girls' Club, with 58 chil- ning. Miss Margaret Stahl was at
house which takes its place this gomujeg on a tour which will not end dren in attendance Smothered beef the piano.
summer.
until Sept 8. He visits Rockland formed the main dish. Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Fred S. Collamore of Camden
_. auz
Aug u
17 ior
for a
a comerence
conference wiui
with the
uie L,.
— Karl was muwuuui
chairman,, aoooitu
assisted by
Tlie grand stand at the St Knox County officials and on the Mia Wilbur 8. Cross. Mrs. Henry C. road Seld°m l0SeS her
bUl
a
‘fU^vuT^y ^^nfZTwito toe Chatto. Mre. ’FranTs'' Oreg’^"'axil j she dld the other morning when she
in Montvllle was burned flat last
wt^t Mrs
s Beacll
arose to find that somebody had not
Saturday
afternoon. The fire was
...........
_____
had as special guests three of their only stolen her double white lilacs but
caused by lightning. It is under
Attractions at the Strand Theatre teachers—Miss Jeannie McCbnchie. carried °a lile bush, which she had
stood toat the insurance was $600
w€ek are
foUows. Monday Mrs. Sara Montgomery and Miss been at pains to bring from Freeport.
No plans have been made at present and
peg of my He&rt wlth
Mary A. Brown. Spring flowers
^re's an old adage about a cerfor rebuilding it. Many Knox Coun- Manon
from lhe sU#e
brought by toe children graced toe
div)sjon of mankind Ulat
ty fair-goers have sat ln that stand. play of the same name in which tables.
in where angels fear to tread, and
Laurette Taylor becam efamous;
Writing from Newton Centre. Mrs.
This Item from toe Providence 11,13 n«y
may not apply to toe
Wednesday and Thursday brings
*
Rockland Lions Club, which, not
Everett E. C. Herrick (Sarah Mun
James Dunn in the Oirl In Room 1 Jcumal will interest many Knox
satisfied to let well enough alone, had
roe Hall) says: “We did enjoy that
419; on the stage in person is Ther- Ccunty readers: "Joseph P. Riley, to go to work and challenge toe
Porter-reek editorial in The Courierrien. the famous tenor of the Roxy who has been sales manager of the Forty Club to a baseball game. In
Gazette issue of May 16. In mem
Gang. Therrien is a protege of Providence Buick Company for the the latest census there are no ball
ory I can see the big hogshead of
Caruso. This 1s an added attraction pa.' t six years, has accepted the posi players listed ln toe Lions Club, but
that molasses which stood in my
at no advance ln prices. Friday and tion of general sales manager of the there has been a call for practice and
father's store opposite the foot of
Saturday The Life of Jimmy Dolan Cadillac Providence Company, 130 some latent talent may manifest it
Pleasant street. I recall how a
I with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will be Broadway. Mr. Riley has been con self. The Forty Club, equipped with
Rockland family (hat removed to
nected with toe motor car business
! shown.
the cocksureness of longer existence
Chicago (the OioRreys) used to send
in New England for 20 years and is
as a service club, is awaiting toe
back home Sor Porter-reek! to be
widely known in this city. His first
BORN
great day witli toe belief toat the
shipped to them!”
BABBIDOp: — At Community Hospital. business connection was with the
Camden. June 4. to Capt and Mrs i __ contest will be a set-up. and toat
Sanford c. Babbldge, a son. Paul tJrvcott Motors of Boston, selling
Higgins Classical Institute, upon
Roscoe.
R(X) cars He is a native of Rock nothing will be left of toe jungle
which toe town of Charleston. Me , BtRD At winchester (Mass.) Hospital.
beasts, least of all thelr famed roar.
land. Me.” Mr. Riley ia a brotherbases its chief fame, is not so very
*!• ,t0,,Mr »nd Mrs Frederick H
The date, by the way, is next Thurs
Bird of Arlington, Mass . a son. David in-law of Sheriff Harding
far away as the crow flies, but with
Henry.
day and toe contest is scheduled to
the temperature up around the 90s,
begin at 5 p. m.. daylight. It will
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
DIED
and toe gravel surface roads very MOON—At Kittery. June 8. Nancy A WXJ.T.U. yesterday these officers probably close about 10 p. m. star
dusty, lt is a long walk. So say two
(Sargent), widow of William Moon, were elected: President, Mrs. Hope light.
jf toe students, Ken Wiggin of Rock^vrew^cV^et^ry^^ck^"”"1
Brewster; secretary, Miss Florence
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
land and Mahoney Pelt of Thomas- BRACKETT — At Lincolnville. June 8. Hastings; treas., Miss Ada Young;
ton who boarded the Shanks Mare
e“U,“ ^ioT-^S^noX’yo8^ vice presidents, Mrs. Ida Simmons, liad one of their busiest times Tues
day night when they served supper to
train Thursday and hoofed it almost , Funeral Sunday at 2 30 daylight
Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Mrs. Gene Ather
into Rockland, before the coveted I
IN memoriam
ton, Mrs. Clara Rounds, Mrs. Eva 173 persons, among whom were 125
invitation to ride came upon them. , In loving memory of James A and Spear and Mrs. Louise Ingraham; visitors here for the annual field day
of the Patriarchs Militant. The tables
Meantime they had reverted to the | 25 1926, and June li.1932
vice president at large, Miss Alena
were festive In deckings of toe lodge
days of their boyhood and were mak- *
Friends.
Young. The directors of depart
colors, pink and green, and a pro
ing the long trek, minus shoes and
CARD OF TIIANKS
ments were re-elected. These dele
We wish to thank all those who con
fusion of tulips, honeysuckle and
minua hose.
tributed or helped ln any way at our gates to the county convention were other spring blooms. The excellence
card party given at the Owl's Head Town chosen:
Ex-officio, Miss Alena
Awnings of all sizes and types, truck hall Tuesday evening. June 8.
of the supper brought forth many ex
Mrs. Ralph Philbrook. Mrs Ellen Fre- Young, Mrs. Hope Brewster, Mrs.
covers, hammock tops, boat covers, dette. Mrs. Randall Dyer. Mrs. Dana
pressions of appreciation. Mrs. Liz
Clara Emery, Mrs. Keach, Miss Hast
*
canvas and waterproof duck. Rock Knowlton.
zie Smith as chairman was assisted by
ings. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Brewster, Mrs. Lizzie
land Awning Co , Inc., Phone 1262-W.
CARD OF THANKS
Jeanette "Dunton, Miss Ada Young;
We wish to thank friends and neigh
69-75
French, Mrs. Alice Kennedy, Mrs.
bors for thelr kindness and sympathy Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Alice Kit
Asenath Achorn, Mrs. Maud Cables.
(hiring our bereavement: also the mer
Dont forget Dan Munro's 25 cent chants/ Vinalhaven Band, the John tredge, Mrs. Gene Atherton, Mrs. Mrs. Choris Jenkins and Mrs. Jennie
Nye Club, and all who sent the beauti Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Annie Flint, Mrs.
dinners, 6 Park street, three doors ful
floral offerings.
Feylor. In charge of th# dinihg room
Mrs. Mary Daniels, Miss Teresa Mc Louise Ingraham; alternates, Miss
from Park Theatre.—adv.
were Mrs. Lena Rollins and Mrs. Lina
Kenna.
Margaret
McKnight,
Mrs.
Lottie
Vinalhaven.
•
Carroll, and their assistants were Mrs.
Gregory, Mrs. Austin Smith, Mrs.
Blanche Fales, Miss Elizabeth Dun
CARD
OF
THANKS
Castera Means, Mrs. Nellie McKay,
Work Done Anywhere
We wish to thank the American
can, Miss Irene Weymouth, Mrs. Ad
PROMPT SERVICE
| Legion Auxiliary and other friends for Mrs. Ida Hall, Mrs. Effie Lawrence.
die Brown, Mus Annie Dean, Mrs.
kindness during our bereavement:
Water pipes repaired and rrlald. thelr
also those who sent flowers for the
Inside and out, digging includ
Special sale on alarm clocks. Watch Julia Keene, Misses Ruth and Eva
funeral.
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug. 1 Walter Skinner and the Immediate our windows. The Comer Drug Store, Rogers, Mrs. Lottie Post and Mrs.
♦
laid out and clpaned when plugged. I family.
Main and Limerocks streets. 69* lt Elizabeth Crockett.
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
Specials for balance of this week steamboat tickets to any part of
er. Floors cemented and walls re
1835
1933
—large chicks, several breeds, $1 per the world. Tours arranged to West
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c, Bronze indies or Bermuda. Maurice F.
work, etc.
Turkey Poults 45c, at Stover’s, Rock Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J,
Waldoboro,
Me.
S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-Y
ROCKLAND, ME.
Artistic Memorials in Stone land. Complete line of seeds and Masonic Temple, Rockland.
67-69
66* lt
143 then 145-S-tf
122§dL fertilizers.
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KNOX GOONTY TRUST COMPANY
Active Steps Are Being Taken Toward Immediate Form
ation of New Bank — Accompanying Letter to
Security Depositors Is Self-Explanatory
The abnormal depreciation of securities and great reduction in the values of real estate
and industrial plants, caused by the world-wide depression, has resulted in the impairment
of the capital of this bank along with most of the other banks in Maine and the country.
However, when the assets of the great banking house of Morgan, operated by the best
brains that can be secured, shrink 51% it is little wonder that our country banks are seri
ously affected.
The present lack of banking facilities heretofore afforded the communities of this
county by the Security Trust Company, of Rockland, and its branches in Camden, Vinal
haven, Union and Warren, has caused a demand for a new bank which shall be 100% sound
to continue this service.
The Banking Department of Maine and the Supreme Court have indicated that they
would approve the following plan for the resumption of normal banking facilities.
1. To form a new bank to be known as the Knox County Trust Company.

2. To subscribe to a new capital structure as follows:
$100,000 COMMON STOCK-$50,000 SURPLUS
3. To allow the new bank to take over immediately such of the assets of the Security
Trust Company at market value as will release 30% of the Savings deposits and 20%
of the demand deposits of the Security Trust Company.
4. To give proper time for the orderly liquidation of the remaining assets of the Se
curity Trust Coin pany from which further dividends will be declared to depositors,
the new baqk to aid by friendly co-operation.
A larger first distribution could have been arranged but it would have necessitated the
selling of securities at a time when the market is steadily advancing and it was thought best
not to make this sacrifice and lose the appreciation, as it is believed that a dividend of 30%
will afford more than necessary immediate relief for savings depositors.
•

The State now feels that the bank can go ahead with the co-operation of the depositors
and the quicker the new capital is subscribed the sooner the funds will he released for the
relief of depositors, the stimulation of trade and the resumption of banking facilities for
the communities.

Owing to all the commercial banks of the county being tied up, your acceptance of the
plan and willingness to subscribe for stock are vital and necessary.
We are offering for your consideration subscription blanks for new stock to be sold at
$37.50 per share, $25.00 of which shall be par value and $12.50 surplus.

The selling price has been purposely made low so that small depositors might not be
barred from participating in the organization and profits of this hank and it was felt that
larger depositors would as soon own four times as many shares for the same amount of money
involved had the sale price been made
larger.
*'
The depositors’ committee which desired to reorganize this bank failed to find a plan
which would meet with the approval of the courts and was feasible, considering overhead
and interest involved.
,

5 ?»1

!■

'*

I

They therefore unanimously endorsed this plan for a new bank, feeling that the deposit
ors, if they would subscribe in proportion to their deposits, would participate in future
profits of the bank and any appreciation of the assets which may be taken over.
We therefore urge that, to insure the success of the plan and for your best interests,
you do your part by subscribing for
shares of stock of this new hank which is be
ing established at a very favorable time for safe and profitable banking operations.

We are enclosing a subscription blank for your signature and trust you will give the
matter immediate and favorable consideration.

Subscriptions may be made from the amount released from the Security Trust Com
pany or from any other available funds of the purchaser.

Depositors’ Committee of Security Trust Company.
P. S. The great appreciation of securities since the closing of this bank would indicate
that a much larger percentage for dividends may be realized from liquidation than was at
first estimated.
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SOUTH CHINA
Steam Propeller Emigrant

The annual Junior-senior reception
at Erskine Academy was held May 26
and as usual it was one of the out
standing events of the year. Music
— And The —
for dancing was furnished by Cates'
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
orchestra of Vassalboro.
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Frederick Hussey and daughter
BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
Carolyn of Newtonvllle, Mass., and
paper must be exactly the same.
4-I-4* 4* 4* 4-4* i-4-++4-+++++++++++++++*+++++*+++++++++++++ ' Councillor Ellsworth and a friend
Printed in black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
Agricultural
, ists for several years on late sprays spent the weekend at Camp Abenaideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
Albert Nutting, forestry specialist Further information on this ruling kis. Mr. Hussey brought the good
M Btaen
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5H.x8'4, '50 sheets and 100
was in the county this week. The may ** obtained from County Agen news that by reducing camp fees this
Nut 10 tht
envelopes to match, $1.00.
summer he Is having a larger attend
i Houk
demonstration plot at Lincoln Chap- Wentworth.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use. 150 sheets
ance than ever literally being forced
mans in Nobleboro was pruned
7'4xlOlt and 100 envelopes 3’«x7H plain white bond paper only, $1 50
With the Homes
out of old quarters and obliged to
Calls were made and woodlots looked
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Scuf.h
Thomaston
Is to have a build on an addition for a dining
over on the farms of Paul SmithWrite name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
wick. Damariscotta Mills and James meeting on Good Nutrition for the room.
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
and 'hopping centers.
Calderwood, Waldoboro.
Pictures Family at the Orange Hall Tuesday
The combined graduation of South
June
13
with
the
home
demonstra

were
taken
of
the
woodlot
of
Norrv
China,
Weeks'
Mills.
Branch
Mills
and
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
New Lower Rates
Waltz. Damariscotta and Joe Gentih- tion agent. Miss Lawrence. Also at Pigeon Plaitis took place at Erskine
ROCKLAND, MAINE
this
time
officers
and
project
leaders
Academy June 1. Ten received di
ner, Aina.
Rooms without bath, ^.00 up; with bath, B.00
will be elected. The program ol plomas and a fine program was en
work
for
the
remainder
of
the
year
joyed.
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Pcultrymcn will be interested tn
At the morning service of the
[.the field meeting which will be held will also be planned. At present Mrs
WALDOBORO
June 16 at the poultry farm of Luthei Flora Baum has been active ln keep- Friends Church at South China the
■til
Camey. Sheepscott. A new Barrack? ing the interest until a Farm Bureai Erskine Academy students assisted in
Edwin F Storer of Brockton, Mass.,
=
was definitely foimed
the following program: Processional.
.
house
plan
will
be
demonstrated
is at his home here
Holy. Holy, Holy; Invocation and re
also a special burglar alarm. The
Mrs. Isa Hoffscs was guest Sunday
At the pressing at home meeting sponsive reading, Mr. Tollef6on; COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
meeting
will
be
all
day
and
if
the
of Mrs. Rose Post in Rockland
Ofi
held at Hope June 2 there were 3f chorus, “The Call." school; scripture
weather is good it will be held out
Mrs E. L. Cadleu of Somerville,
doors, otherwise in the Garrison HU! women present according to Mrs reading; prayer, followed by Lord's
Mas6. has been guest of her son. Dr.
Elizabeth H Harwood's report. Mrs Prayer and response; hymn 256, by
M
IO ii
7
3
2
9
1
5
8
Orange hall. Basket lunch at noon
P Q Cadieu for a week.
Alvin Perry artd Mrs. Georgia the congregation; address by Prof.
Speakers
will
be
W.
J.
Witter.
State
Misses Eulalie Rollins, Frances
Brownell were in charge. Twelvr Wilkinson of Colby College; bene
1*1
11
13 '
poultry pathologist and H. L. Rich
A
Taber and Oarlotta Taber of New i
tailor's cushions and 11 sleeve board: diction.
ard, on, poultry specialist. Everyone
York who are at the Wayside Tea Noonday Sunlight 465,000
were made Several garments were
i
IT
15
IB
Recent guests at Herbert Esancy's
lb
: Is invited.
Room in Nobleboro for the summer,
pressed Mrs. Florence Allen anc’ included Mr and Mrs. Fred Fitzger
Time* Stronger Than Moon
were in town Monday.
-Mrs Emma Simmons served a (quart ald. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald,
lo
s
XI
The State poultry school will be
The noonday sun on a clear day
Mrs Margaret Bond was hostess at
meal for health. The menu was and daughter Arlene. Mrs. Eva Mc
gives
465,000
times
as
much
light
,
held
Aug
14
and
15
at
the
University
the meeting of the Star Club Wednes
15
I
lb
as the full moon at Its zenith. It 1 of Maine. The committee of ar- mashed potato, squaw com. stewed Kee and her father Mr. Ooodwln ol
day afternoon.
provides the earth with nearly 120.- ; i&ngcmrnts comprises Prof. J. R tomatoes, rye bread, steamed choco China. Mr. and Mrs. William Ring and
w
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was in Bow 000,000 times more light than all
17 IB
late pudding with whipped cream Mrs. Mildred Starrett of Warren;
I
8 30
3i
doinham Thursday and attended the, the stars ln the sky ou a clear Smyth of the College poultry depart - and coffee.
Simon Oeorge of Whitefield. Robert
incnt,
C.
C.
Clements,
acting
for
the
field day of Col. Dummer Sewall' night.
ii
is
ib
Jm
Esancy and Oeorge Pease of Burkett
These calculations of relative illu Marte Poultry Improvement assoChapter. D A R.. at the "Sign of the
Mist Therrse Wood. State food
ville.
!
c.ation.
and
H.
L.
Richardson,
poulft
Ship,' summer home of Mrs Clara mination are presented ln the mete
5B
special I rt, wdll give a canning demMO
37
Ml
About 150 attended Grange Wed
orological tables of the Smithsonian j try specialist.
B
Newhall Fogg.
ens,ration at Boothbay June IB at nesday evening. The third and fourth
Institution.
w
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer, Mrs.
The table for relative Illumination
MM W M5
M2
M3
Oeorge Lord, county agent leaflet the Grange hall at 1.30 standard degrees were given several new mem
'’\#Vu*uT'oV\\
Mary Matthews. Miss Gladys Bailey Intensities, prepared by the weather
w
Meat,
vegetables
and
fruits
are
to
be
I
bers and State Lecturer and Mrs. Al
of the Extension Service, will be ir
and Miss Cora Hoak were Bangor j bureau, takes for Its unit measure
5i
Mb MT
MB
If
50 51
earned.
M9
lison
Howes
of
Pittsfield
were
present.
the
county
next
Wednesday
to
go
^oder d$* o' *° a
the foot candle—the amount of Illu
visitors Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles Southard and son
over future plans with County Agcr.
Mrs Belle Poland is in Washington. mination received frem a standard
5i
A dressing the children meeting Charles of Orono are guests of her
5b
5M
55
candle a foot away. The noonday Wentworth.
D C„ where she will attend the com sun, It Is calculated, has sn Inten
will
be
held
at
Edgwomb
at
the
heme
mother. Mrs. Eva McKee.
'0tt'eUou$ • 7°°*
mencement exercises at the Bliss sity of 9.600-foot candles at the sur
3b 59
feo
57
Plans are being made by A K of Mrs. Beulah R. Baker. June 16, at
10® *°
Electrical School. Donald French, her face of the earth. At sunset, this Oardner. crops specialist for the con- 1 o'clock standard, -with the home
•
Graduation Exercises
oo
grandson, is a member of the gradu- j falls to only 33-foot candles.
tmuatton
cf
the
90
clean
apple
clut
demonstration
agent.
Miss
Lawrence
bi
w
The graduating class at China vil
b3
oout'-1
The Illumination from the full
•
ating class.
fcr 1933. In 1932 there were two present.
lage presented the following program
moon
at
Its
zenith
is
only
two-hun

The Junior High honor roll is as
June 2: Processional, Home Going
dredths of a foot candle, but this. orchaiaists in the county applied fen
follows. Edith Perry and Eileen j
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
4-H dab Notes
Song, school; song. "The Sea King's
In turn. Is ten times ns much light the inspection and both made the
1-Hinders
43-Smail'tump of
1T-Tableta
Chapman, all As; Rhoda Hilton. 4 as comes from the quarter moon. J club—J. F. Calderwood and E. A
Changes have been made in the Bride,” class; prayer. Rev Tollelson;
8-Scout
butter
16-Egyptian sun-god
A s; Laura Creamer, three A's; Ruth Starlight amounts to only eight hun Mathews of Union.
18-Of age (Let, abbr.)
8-Grata
45-Rai I road (abbr.)
following 4-H club exhibits for this song, “Bendimier's Stream,” class;
Davis and William Jameson, two A's. dred-thousandths of a foot candle.
12-Boy's name (Short) 46-Selence
21-Three (Roman)
recitations, Mary Cary, Eleanor Es
year:
13- Amerlcan poet
48-An element
24-Unfaetens
Arlene Wlnchenbach and Ella Ryder, —Taylor-Tycos, Rochester.
John Carrell of Washington has
Canning exhibits shall include 10 ancy; Jim Dog. Willis Kent; The
50- Raw metal
14- At tea
26- Perfume from roaea
one A; Olive Piper, Ethelyn Whitetwe fir.e pieces of alfalfa that were pints. 3 pints vegetables. 3 pints Lesson of the River, Eleanor Bailey;
15- Harah
53-Appeared
27- The (Fr.)
| house and Alfreda Ellis, nothing be
17-Slipped
55-Ached.
28- Writ ing fluid
Residence of President*
seeded last year.
fruits, 3 pints greens. 1 meat or fWi. Casey at the Bat, William Bickford:
19- Sainte (abbr.)
87-Teverne
29- Maritime distress
low B.
There la nothing in the Constitu
song,
"The
Home
Road,"
class;
reci

Juniors are not required to exhibit
20- An old woman
58-Large74nonkey
signal
The regular meeting of the I T tion to prevent men wiio nre resi
I B'*°*
The recent spray service letter cx- meat or fish so they may substitute tation. "The Bewitched Clock," Kath
22- A naval officer
60-City in Nevada
30- Aged
dents
of
the
same
state
holding
the
(abbr.)
51- Augmeota
31- Organ of hearing
erine Taylor; "My Mother." Maxwell
St.-CyO** Club was held in the Baptist vestry offices of President and Vice Presi flalns the new federal ruling regard any other one at these products.
62- Etruadin houaehold 32- Beam
23- Prepositlon
Monday evening A box lunch was
ing
tpray
materials.
All
florlne
com

Bumps;
Queen
of
Sheba.
Nellie
The
sewing
exhibit
will
include
25-Preflx. Apart
god38- Mean
’
I served. The meetings of the club dent of the United States. The pounds arc prohibited on fruits and three separate complete article*. Stuart; presentation of diplomas.
63- Firat man
Twelfth Amendment to Hie Consti
2t-lndefinite article
39- Head covering
lAo"0
will be discontinued until Oct 9
27-Talka haltingly
41-Preseed
tution reads in part: “The electors vegetables. The tolerance of arsenfc An article with a buttonhole and but Supt. Carl B Lord; parting song,
The Sketch Club Show so success shall meet In their respective states being .01 grain and also establishing ton. an article with a dam or patch, class; prayer, Mr. Tollefson.
VERTICAL
43-A lever for the foot
30-Fur-bearing animal
T4XSmall candle
fully presented here is being repeat and vote by ballot for President a limit of .014 grains of lead per and a wash dress which may have
33- Half an em
The church was prettily decorated
1- A tinging voice
46- Largest continent
34- Eternlty
ed June 20 in Wiscasset under the and Vice President, one of whom, at peund of fruit or vegetables. Tht* been worn and washed. Juniors are with evergreens, honeysuckle and cut
2- Aid .ft,
47- Tear
35- High (Mue.)
J auspices of the American Legion as least shall not be an Inhabitant of means changes in spraying as leac not required to make a dress, but a flowers, the class colors being pink and
3- Bolte
48- Pronoun
36- A college de;ree
the
same
state
with
themselves.
”
4- Look
49- Mueical note
1 a benefit for the recent fire victims
arsenate
lias
been
used
by
orchardgift
is
thetr
third
article
green.
Miss
Bailey's
aunt
Miss
Edith
(abbr.)
5- Waeta
51— Girl's name
1 in Auburn and Ellsworth. Dancing No party has ever nominated candi
S7-Pelte
Pinkham of Winthrop, presented the
6- ltalian river
52- Later name of Esau
dates for these two offices from the
i will also be enjoyed following the same state. Obviously It would be
40-Place
where
milk
7- Howle.
(Gen. xxv-30)
TEDDY AND CHOW
class with pink roeebuds.
VINALHAVEN
DAY i play.
products
are
kept
8- Knoek1
54-Manuecripts (abbr.)
unwise to do so because the elec
42-A province of
9- Agree
to me. you little kids three.
;6-Man'e name
tors from that state could vote for Listen
A large number of the members ol
Junior Frances and sweet Beverly;
Canada (abbr.)
NORTH HAVEN
'j9-Father (Short)
10-Perceived
Adolph E. Waltz
only one of them, even If the party What do you say If I write today
Canton Vinalhaven attended Field
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Adolph E. Waltz, 73. native of Wal carried the state. But the electors Just a few lines about little Ted-dle
A second play by a group of local
Day at Rockland Wednesday.
from
all
the
other
states
could
vote
-is
He's a true little friend, true from the
doboro. died at his home in South
EAST SENNEBEC
end
C. L. Boman and A. A. Peterson. dramatists was given in Calderwood's
Portland. Monday after a short ill for both candidates.
Of his little brown tall to the tip of his
hall Friday night. It was well attend
I
returned
from
Bangor
Thursday.
nose;
Marcellus Cunningham of Union
ness. Mr. Waltz was born in Waldo
I can hear him bow-wow to a little white
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
Allegra Ingerson and Donald Poole ed and a success.
has recently cleaned the statuary
chow.
When Drams Came
boro Jan. 12. 1860. and was in the
Rain is needed to freshen and put
a day single .... and $4.00
Is passing. It's only
little dog have returned from University ol
at the entrance of the Sumner tomb;
The earliest European drama la That friend
undertaking business here for many
new life into gardens and farms
double for this smart centrally years. After the death of his wife. the Greek, which, growing up In
Maine.
also the soldiers monument.
A
Sunday morning at the church will
Most every morning they take a Jog.
located hotel.
-nsMrs. Russell Whitmore and niece be held the baccalaureate service ol much needed Job, well done.
Nellie Chapman Waltz, he went to connection with the festival of Di Round about town. Ted and this dog
onysius, culminated lo Attica, where
to be seen that the doggie I Eleanor Calderwood returned Thurs
Mrs. Marcellus Cunningham visit
Portland to make his home with his the festival came to he celebrated Its plain
mean
the high school. Special music ts ex
Is
the
little
white chow, with the little day from Thomaston where they at
ed Mrs. Annie Ripley Tuesday.
1OOO ROOMS daughter, Mrs. Jessie Buckley, who by the performance of a tetralogy,
pected.
orchestra
and
vocal.
The
ad

bow-wow.
Mrs. Roland Gushee has beea
tended Commencement exercises. dress "The Fine Art Of Living" will be
survives him. He was a member of consisting of one comedy and a
but what rooms they are I the local Baptist Church and of Oer- trilogy of serious plays or tragedies Kiddles. I think I've said enough now
Mrs Whitmore's niece Miss Charlotte given by Rev. H. F Huse. Other serv confined to the house the past
About these little doggies. Ted and the
week with a severe attack of grippe.
chow;
Dyer was one of the graduates.
mania Lodge. I.OO.F. The body was celebrating a connected series of
ices during the day will be as usual.
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
They are cute little fellows. Ted and the
mythic
episodes.
In
Medieval
Eu

Mr. and Mrs. John Clark of Ap
brought here for interment in the
Mrs Oscar Lane was In Rockland Church school at 10; young people's
chow.
rope mystery, miracle and morality
privote bath, shower, radio, circu Rural cemetery.
pleton with Mr and Mrs. Roy Simp
Whentow.wo^W'‘r
b'r’‘ ’mh • “Ule
to
tier
niece
Miss
meeting
at
6.30;
evening
service
at
plays, acted in connection with the
lating ice water and mony other
son (Ava Clark i of Criehaven we»r
Herbert H Morton.
Nathalie Smith who recently under 7.30. Let us make this a great day.
church festivals preceded the ap
The honeymoon may be said to be
callers Sunday at Annie Ripley's.
features you'll be happy about.
went an appendicitis operation at
pearance during the Renaissance, of
NORTH WASHINGTON
Wednesday and Thursday of this
over. If he discovers that his pet lamb
Donald
Hall,
son
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
the modern drama which has de
; Knox Hospital.
week experts interested in wild sea L. J Hall has entered the National] really a little bossy-Boston Herald.
M W. Lenfest, assisted by W A veloped besides tragedy and com
JUNIOR PUZZLE
Edward White returned Wednes birds have been making studies
Reforestation Service HA Is non
Palmer is engaged on a Job of car edy, tragl-comedy, melodrama, opera,
day from Hebron Academy.
I
around some of the waters in the East
:>i
penter work for Forest Tibbetts ol burletta, farce, etc.
to i. .IX
9
A dance will be held at Memorial Penobscot Bay. In the party making training at Fort Williams, aftqr
Palermo, who has recently bought the
hall tonight. Music by the Mid the trip in the McDonald boat, under which he will be sent elsewhere >,10.
S*
engage ln this work. His stay wiU
Nelson farm at Georges Lake.
Stadium Munolini
nighters.
the direction of Parker Stone, were
cover a period of six months.
Liberty.
The atatuea around the Stadium
Miss
Avis
Webster
attended
tne
Prof.
Grose
of
Bowdoln
College,
orni

.•'4 *'•
1 ‘
51*1 STREET
As Mrs. Roland Gushee looked
Bert E. Cunningham of Augusta Mussolini, states Anglo Flavio Ouldl
.fcOtlfck'U *10
Rockport commencement exercises thologist; Commissioner Stoble of the
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK and Searsmont. called on his brother of II Progresso Italo Americano,
from her kitchen window one morR?,
47
Thursday night.
Maine
Fish
and
Game
Commission;
New York city, represent a special
A
5'■54
5* 55
in this place recently.
ROY MOULTON
Mrs. Dewey Brown returned Friday Joseph Stickney, one of the head war Ing recently, she saw a fox very d«ri
game, as boxing, wrestling, etc.
Extcuhv* VicaPrtt. and Managing Drr.
W. L. Leighor is In poor health and
from
a few days' visit ln Rockland.
4>
dens of the State; two photographers, llberately coming from the chtckwi
There are nineteen of them, and
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKltl unable to do any work, and confined
house with a chicken ln his mouth,
4»
Jo
Mrs.
Oeorge
Vinal
and
sister
Miss
each
one
was
donated
by
subscrip

Mr. Maxey of Portland and Mr. Shel
— to the house most of the time. Mis.
al
By the time Mrs. Gushee apd,
tion hy the nineteen Italian regions
Lucy
E.
Lane,
arrived
Wednesday
don of Boston. Alton Lewis was also
•44
36
Leighor also is not very well.
—Pledmonte, Liguria, Lombardia,
SIMON K. HART
and will spend the summer months at a member of the party. Many Inter "Laddlic" reached the scene of act lop,
MONUMF.fi/T8
35* • 52.
45
Mrs. Isaac Meservey is the guest oi Venezia. Venezia Giulia, Venezia
j the home of Mrs James Dickenson at esting pictures were taken. In the the fox had made a get-a-wajt,,
nt St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
chicken and all. Two foxes, iden^ 53
Mrs. Simon Turner in Augusta for an Tridentlna, Dalmazia, Marche, Tos
| Lane's Lsland.
Geographic,
or
some
other
magazine
cana, Emilia, Abbrozzl e Molise,
O-S-tf
indefinite time.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks re North Haven folk may hope to see tlcal in color, size and markings
Oorapanla, Lucanla, Calabria, I’ngMr and Mrs. Kenneth Oates of the
a
turned Thursday to North Weymouth. some day the pictures taken and read were captured bv Fred Edgecomb
11k, Sicilia Sardegna e Ix>zlo. The
village were callers last Saturday on stadium Is located near the Parioll
Mass. They were accompanied by the story that goes with them. The last week—one In his henyard! an,d
one In the river.
1(, (/(//,'!/)//()/(/
her sister Miss Rifth Lenfest.
In Rome, half an hour's drive from
her brother Victor Shields.
visitors were guests at the Lodge Wed
Glenys
Hall
spent
Sunday
in
Bel

Mrs. Gleason Blake and son ol the center of the city.
Henry Anderson is ln Quincy. Mass., nesday night, and were served one
fast guest of Mr. and Mrs. HatWashington Village were guests of
guest of Mr and Mrs. Colin Wood.
cf the flne suppers for which Herman
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Prescott a few days
Mrs William Lawry and Mrs Fred Crockett is famous, lobster salad, land Dean.
Cannon Recall 1807
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hall and daugh-, Since 1840 this firm has faiuirwiv
last week.
Coombs left Thursday for a visit in lamb chops, strawberry shortcake, etc.
Two muzzle-loading cannon with
ROOMS
*erved the families of Knox County
Mrs. Herbert Prescott and son Farl the words “Woolwich Arsenal” on
Hope
Mrs. Rose Beverage is at her cot ter Glenys. and Raymond Gibson of
LADY A'l TENDANT
Newport
went
to
Acadia
National
were
business
visitors
in
Augusta
ias:
them,
together
with
the
date
1801,
W.ikBATH
Mrs W. Y Fossett returned from tage on the northeast shore, arriving
Day Telephone 450—781-1
found In the Riachuelo river, near
Park
and
viewed
the
sights
from
tho
Saturday.
Rockland
Wednesday.
Wednesday morning on the Westport
sO50
A Jolly party, consisting of Sam Buenos Aires, are made of brass nnd
In honor of her 96th birthday an Accompanying her were Mr. and Mrs. top of Cadllac Mountain one dfiy
BURPEE’S
Ward
of
Bath
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Rex
ln
8
comparatively
Rood
state
of
last week.
>
up
niversary June 5, Mrs. ElviraOyer en Lowell Beverage and young son.
ROCKLAND, MB.
preservation. They are believed to
Prescott and friend Miss Hamilton of have been spiked and thrown Into
tertained callers at her home and
GROSS NECK
Massachusetts, were on a pleasure the river by the British forces when
also received many gifts, handsome
, trip last week in Northern Maine dur- they were dislodged from their en
bouquets of choice flowers, and bas
There will be a preaching service
trenchments during the second Brit
kets of fruit. For the past three years
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM i ing which they ascended Mt. Katah- ish Invasion of the River Platte, in
at the schoolhouse Sunday at 2 p m.
IS IT A BOY?
The
Accumulative
i din, and saw a great deal of Aroostook
she has received considerable pub
standard.
Brainerd Thurston ! of
Fred is looking at a book. It licity as a flyer. Mrs. Dyer is delight
and Penobscot Counties. They re- 1807. They were placed tn the Na
tional History museum, in Buenos
Rockville will be the speaker.
'
is
a
book
of
Boys
’
Stories,
but
Effect
of
Good
[ port a very enjoyable trip and won Aires.
And other rectal diseases
ls»«utlv» OWIte
he is a bit puzzled over this one ed with flying as a mode of travel and
derful
scenery,
on
and
about
Mt.
VINALHAVEN
A
ROCKLAND
Saturday
she
plans
to
make
by
plane
HOTEL MANGER
picture. He says he is not sure
Treated Without Pain
Advertising
STEAMBOAT CO.
Katahdin especially.
NORTH STATION BOSTON
about it being a real boy’s pic her annual trip to Camden where she
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
or Loss of Time
Steamer leave* Swan* lalana at 9 30
ture. If you want to see it, take wdll be a visitor for the summer
aieoie »•"<*----- (•cegeiNes CaeV*
Turn That Vacant Room
A M.. Stonington 4.25. North Haven I B.
Cannot
for ute byfritndi end aytelf- Na
a
pencil
and
join
all
the
num

WEST WALDOBORO
months at the home of Leroy Alley.
Vinalhaven 843. due to arrive at Rack- j
Into Cash With a
DR. JAMES KENT
obligation.
bered dots together, starting with When there she enjoys long auto
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 so P.
Be
Overestimated
dot number one and ending with
“To Rent” Advertisement
There will be a service at the schoolVinalhaven 2 48. North Raven 3.30. Ston
TEL 1078
trips, to surrounding towns and points
dot number sixtv-two. The fel
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan'*
house Sunday at 330, standard, with
in The Courier-Gazette
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
bland about 0.00 P. M
_____
low lives in the Netherlands so of interest. She is certainly one ot
B. R. STINSONBrainerd Thurston of Rockville the
Telephone 770
VinaDiaven’s smartest old ladies
U.
Fred reads.
UO-W' 44afloater,____________ _________ —
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Made Trial Trip in 1843

On June 8, 1843, Clevelanders had
completed and made ready for her
trial trip the steam propeller Emi
grant, The town was Justly proud
of thia ship and was now on equal
terms with Buffalo. This city had
built and was operating a steam
propeller, Hercules, On the day
of the trial trip one thing after an
other came up until It was 10 p. m.
before the boat waddled out of the
harbor. The craft was 120 feet
overall and 25 feet abeam. On the
trial trip everything worked to the
satisfaction ot the builders and
the ship developed a speed of eight
miles an hour. It was thought that
with a few adjustments and a little
forcing that nine miles per hour
could he coaxed out of the craft. On
the 5th of June, loaded with flour
and passengers, tl e Emigrant with
sails furled slipped out of the har
bor and started for Buffalo. A press
notice copied from the Buffalo Ga
zette Is as follows: “The propeller
Emigrant, Capt. Abner Stone, ar
rived In our harbor yesterday (June
9) from Cleveland. This Is her first
trip. Friend Harris, we have been
on board your propeller and find her
as neat and trim a craft as we ever
laid eyes upon, with fixings to
match. On the rgtum trip t'uptnln
Stone and Captain Floyd (of the
Hercules) may sail In company.”—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

successful an appearance in the
photoplay “Tol’able David" (in
which he took the part of the vil
lain) that he decided to remain ln
the motion picture field.
• * • •
The 18th Biennial convention and
American Music Festival ot the Na»
tional Federation of Music Clubs,
was held at Minneapolis. It was es
timated that the activity was at
tended by 2,500 leading professional
and amateur musicians. 100 young
artists participating ln contests, and
3,000 representatives of music clubs
of America. It was seven days of
the world's best music with the em
phasis placed on American music by
American musicians. Among the
celebrities attending were Lawrence
Tibbett; Eugene Ormandy, director
of the Minneapolis Symphony Or
chestra; John Erskine, famous both
as musician and writer; Florence
Macbeth, soprano; Harold Bauer.
Rudolph Ganz and Olga Samaroff.
pianists; the Jacques Gordon 8tring
Quartet; A. Walter Kramer; Fred
erick Stock; Albert Spalding; and
many others. Prominent in the
week's programs were five sym
phony orchestras, nine womens
choral groups, ntnd men's choruses,
and seven mixed choral groups, in
cluding the world famous 8t. Olaf
Choir of Northfield, Minn. There
were also seven chamber music
groups In Minneapolis for the event.
Opera was represented bv a produc
tion of Rlgoletto” and “Madame
Butterfly," ln English.
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ROCKPORT
Schools ln town closed Tliursday
afternoon. and on Friday the various
grades enjoyed picnics. Grades One
and Two, Wilma Rhodes, teacher,
going to Small's Beach; Three and I
Pour, Edyjh Wall, teacher, Orcutt's
Beach; Five and Six, Mildred Graf
fam?. teacher, Megunticook Lake;
freshmen class of High School,
Hosmer Pond; sophomores, Beau
champ Point; Juniors, Crescent
Beach. The seniors will go Sunday
to Coleman s Pond far a camping
trip, returning Wednesday.
Mrs. Nellie Ballard went Friday to
Orono to attend the Commencement I
exercises att University of Maine, her
daughter Miss Doris Ballard, being
a member of the senior class.
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar has returned to
Iowell, Mass. after spending a few
' days at the home of Mrs Kate M
Dunbar

In The WEEKS NEWS
QUIZZES BANKERS—Little known a few
weeks ago, Ferdinand Pecora hat won na
tional recognition as counsel for the Senate
committee which hat been Investigating
Wall Street pri
vate banking
practices. Photo
shows Pecora at
work.

Some years ago when I was calling
The Bangor High School Band wood thrush's music always ex
on
a friend, a young lady came ln,
competing ln the annual New Eng presses religious exaltation, solem
asking
permission to use the tele
land High School band and orches nity or sadness, regardless of how
phone.
My
friend was In the kitchen
tra contest, in Newport, R. I., fin things are around him. A mourn
ished eighth ln Its division. Paw ing dove's song always has a brood
attending to some household duty, so
tucket Senior High School band ing, loving quality while a wood
the young lady and I were left alone
won flrst place in the Class A cq»; pewee's song is always sweetly pen
in the living room. Though I was
petition, and the Gloucester, Mass. sive. Several of the thrushes can
reading a magazine at the time I
High School band won the Newport produce an harmonic effect, that is
couldn't help hearing a pait of the
Chamber of Commerce cup for the sound several harmonic notes at
SOLONS AMUSED—"Gold" pocket-pieces, distributed on be
telephone
conversation, which seemed
best marching organization.
once. But most birds sing Just one
half of Sunny Jim, famous newspaper ad character of ths
• • • •
to consist largely of a monotonous
note at a time, although their songs
Hecker H-0 Company, amused nation's legislators this week
Reading over some carefully pre follow a chord outline so definitely
sound uttered at Intervals and which
when presented with the thought that "at least it was some
served clippings a few days ago, an that the effect Is harmonic."
at flrst conveyed' no particular mean
thing in their pocket." Photo shows group of Congressmen
chuckling over their “nest-eggs."
• • • •
article entitled "Bird Repertoires"
ing to my mind. But afteT a while I
by Archie Mumma was found, and
Here is a bit of musical knowledge
began to sit up and take notice and
I counted seven times that she
as this is the time of year when our- for the members of our School Har
Pour graduates from the School of
drawled out the syllables, "ay-uhhearts and ears are gladdened by the monica Band. Away off ln Sofia,
the Phophets of East Providence R.I. .
ay-uh," changing it occasionally to ( were present at the service Tuesday I
coming of the birds. It seemed par Bulgaria, there is a Children's Play
“ee-uh."
ground Harmonica Band. The play
ticularly fitting.
• evening at the Gospel Mission and
I have no idea how many times she
"When a song sparrow sings One grounds are conducted by the Near
rendered several musical selections
had
said
it
before
I
began
to
count,
of his melodies in perfectly pitched East Foundation for the poorest of
Miss
but
it
set
me
to
thinking
quite
serl|
?
htoh were
tones, true to our major or minor the poor. Ah American friend sent
Rachel
Olsen
delivered
the
sermon.
ously, for as I was afterward told,
scales, why does he do it? When 120 to buy the bestOerman harmoni
James Bloom of the Curtis Insti
she graduated from High School that
one of our composers writes a com cas. and the teacher trained them
year and I wondered if she was al- tute of Music has arrived in town for
position true to these same scaWs, to play the stirring Bulgarian and
lowed to use such slovenly pronun the summer.
we know (for centuries of experi Macedonian national songs and
ciation in her recitations
Dr. F R. McCullagh, Robert Cot
Now they are injecting
ence have taught us) that It is be hymns.
SPEED ACE—Louis Meyers, who
About this time I began to feel my ton and Miss Barbara A Nagler have
cause the most heart - satlsfylhg cheer and courage among the crowds
broke track records to win the fa
face
bum.
as
I
suddenly
realized
my
!
returned
to
Roxbury,
Mass.,
afi(ir
of
3,000
children
of
the
poor
center

music is founded upon them. What
mous Indianapolis Speedway auto
own short-comings tn the same di- ..pending a few days with Mrs Mcinspired the earliest efforts at music ing at the playgrounds.
race In which three were killed.
rection,
for
I
often
say
"m-hm"
and
Cu
iagh
at
her
cottage
on
Sea
street,
making? Birds and ourselves ale
There they have conducted athMeyers la the second man to win the
“uh-huh" and sometimes even "yep."
the only two kinds of musicians on letics, wading pools, baths and
speed classic twice.
Ok.
when I mean Just what she meanUher
HoraUo
earth, and there must have been a games. At noon a big bowl of
a good plain honest "yes"—which it
the
period, away back in the night ol nourishing gruel is served
Mrs Frank R McCullagh has re
seems to me should be Just as easy to
time, when the birds were the only undernourished. A doctor exam
turned
to Boston after a visit of three
A. B. Crocker
say as the sprawly, spraddly affirma
musicians and then the only ines every youngster to find if they
weeks at her Sea street cottage, while
tives
so
often
used.
musical tones heard on this eatth may have incipient tuberculosis.
Just notice it for the next few weeks having repairs made on the property.
were made bv birds. We were ln the i,The children are taught to bathe
Morning
Next Sunday will be observed as
and see how few persons speak the
childhood period of the race then, j and to have wholesome habits of
June 2nd opened flne, bright sun. word "yes" properly. You will be as Children's Day at the Baptist Church
and the child's sole way of learning living in such a way that they carry
cloudless skv, wind about north tem surprised as I was once when reading in all the departments. Bible school
Is through imitation. 8o. since the to their homes a new regime of pering the heat of the sun, every
a sketch of a conversation heard on a at 10 o'clock; service of worship at 11.
only music there was to imitate at health and sanitation.
thing green and fresh after the street car. The words were spelled with children's story and sermon by
that time was that of the birds.
• • • •
storm. I sauntered over to Cam in such a queer way. and Jumbled Rev. G. F, Currier, subject. "The In
INNOVATION—Mrs. Curtis B
there can be but one conclusion—Ur' Josef Hofmann tells a good story bridge, through Harvard yard,
Dali, daughter of President
together so, that at flrst I couldn't fluence of Environment;" concert at
birds were our flrst musical Inspirers. on himself. Mr and Mrs. Hofmann which certainly does look flne now;
Roosevelt, has started a new
make any sense of them, until I tried 7.30, and pageant, "God's Carden,"
"Practically every melody that wer« ln New York to attend the thence to the noble Charles, and
vogue by serving her salads as
WINNER — Robert Wooley. New Au
reading them aloud, and then muefl by children of the school. Other
SUMMER FURS —White
man has conceived has fragments In , Madison Square Garden recital of walked along its bank until I cam?
an appetizer at the beginning
burn, Wisconsin, farmer who was se
■ummer fur trims thle lux
to my amazement I realized that to notices for the week are: Trytohelp
It that are also In the songs of birds. Paderewski of a year ago They to the Junction of Mt. Auburn street
of the meal instead of following
lected from hundreds of other entrants
urious negligee worn by
a certain extent I talked that way Club on Monday evening; Ladies’
the meat course. Picture shows
Song sparrows are the most versa drove to the concert in a taxicab and the Parkway, known as Gerry's
as winner of a contest staged by Singm"
Ginger
Rogers,
pretty'
myself, as did many of my friends. Circle at the church parlors Wednes
her .beginning a meal with a
Sam, popular basso. Wooley will get a
tile singers among the birds. No two which had difficulty in reaching the Landing, named for Elbridge Gerry,
aereen star.
I took one lesson to heart on the spot day; prayer service Thursday eve
new «ar as bit prize.
' salad.
song sparrows sing alike and each entrance owing to the long line of a signer of the Declaration of Inde
and never since have I allowed my ning. when Rev. Arthur Page will be
one sings a number of different vehicles. During the delay Hofmann pendence, and Oovernor of Massa
self to say “don'chew," when I mean the speaker and will tell of his work scholar making the most progress for highly complimented. The costumes und Cora Whitney. Mrs Esther
songs, in some cases as many as a amused himself by talking to the chusetts, who lived across the street
"don’t you?"
ln Swatow, China. Everyone is in the year was won by Earle Dean, '36. were designed and made by Mrs Wil Rogers, music instructor ln the
chauffeur,
and
asked:
dozen or more.
at "Elmwood."
While we are on the subject, there vited to attend
The ushers, Arline Ingraham. Lots liam Start of Camden who also ren tchools served as accompanist.
"What's going on at the Oardcn The author of those famous lines.
"Much of the thrill we get from
are two words that I wish people
Burns, Bernice Nutt and Beverly dered valuable assistance at the last
listening to birds' music Is caused tonight?"
And what la zo rare as t dsr In June?
would stop saying, or else say them
Wellman , members of the junior rehearsals The antique furniture was
Then. If ever, come perfect days—
"That fellow Paderooski is giving
by the quality of their tones. We
Exceptionally Fine Program
as they should be said. These are
class, wore attractive evening gowns leaned by Mrs. E. R. Noyes. Much
James
Russell
Lowell,
was
born
lose ’ourselves ln the effervescent a concert. He's the greatest pianist
The graduation exercises of the in pastel shades.
credit is also due Mrs. Kora Farmer,
at Elmwood Beb. 22. 1819; and died "bronchial” and "alienate." Look at
PEELED
Joy-wild spirit* of ithese enquire in the World."
class of 1933, RHS . held Thursday
them,
spell
them
and
you
will
soon,
The stage scenery was the work of English instructor, who planned and
"How do vou know? Have you there Aug. 12. 18BL; so be was well
little singers, and no one thinks of
evening at Town hall was one of the Roland Richards, an alumnus of the directed the entire affair. Other
qualified to write about perfect see that there is no "bronnie" or
attempting to analyze their music heard him?"
"Icanie"
anywhere
about
them.
So
most beautiful and unique affairs of school, and was a perfect colonial members of the class were Olive low- PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO.
"8ure. I have. And I heard Itoybl June days, of which this I am de many ordinarily well-educated per
merely as music. Yet bird music has
its kind ever witnessed here. The Interior of the time of the story. It cll, Clarence Collamore, Thelma
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
scribing
is
one.
The
two
lines
rhythm and melody the same as He's a champion, too. Then there's
60-73
sons abuse these two words, that at Idea as carried out centered about was a work on which he should be Lane, Marion Poland. Clara Clough
quoted
are
known
to
millions
of
peo

another
one.
Rackmanoff.
that
I
ours. And the elusive tone quality
the risk of being called fussy I always the Wayside Inn of Longfellow fame,
ple. but probably the whole poem is
of their voices has a musical signifi like"
take every opportunity of calling at the stage setting representing the in
known to few—"The Vision of Sir
cance which might be compared to "Did you ever hear Hofmann?”
tention when I hear them being mur terior of an inn, at the background
Launfal:”
"Who?"
our harmony. For, as harmony fur
Now the heart la so full that a drop dered There are few words qp which a huge fireplace, with its crane and
nishes much of the mood, the set* "Josef Hofmann."
over-fllla it.
mayhem is so often committed as hanging kettle, an old fashioned
"Of course. Heard him at Town We are happy now because Ood wills It upon these two.
ting for our music, so also the tone
cupboard with colonial dishes, braid
Prof. William Lyon Phelps, writ
(Hofmann never
played
quality of a bird's song portrays its Hall."
Another puzzle to me Is why so ed rugs on the floor, and furniture of
ing of Lowell as the "Representative many teachers allow their pupils to
particular setting in nature. Its there).
American," (says: “When I was a go on year after year saying “Artie" early American type, grandfather
"What do you think of him?"
habitat or choice of environment.
"Well, he's pretty good. But he's graduate student at Harvard I often and "Antartic." I have even heard (i clock, tip-top table chair, etc.
For instance, the red-winged black
The 17 graduates were gowned in
not
tn the same class with those saw Lowell walking in the garden of the teachers themselves use the
bird is a lover of water and marshy
77ie
his house at Elmwood, the house words. Only the other day I caught striking colonial costumes and as the
country, and in the quality of his other guys."
• • • •
where he was bom and where he was myself saying "halnt," and what curtain was raised revealing them
voice, suggests watery gurgles and
to die. In his last illness, Oliver made the crime more heinous I was seated about the fireplace, a picture
A
contributor
to
Musical
Courier
the reedy rattle of cat-tall swamps.
Wendell Holmes entered his bed using it instead of “Isn't,” whicn was presented that will long remain
"A fundamental of our music is in sends in this amusing letter:
Is unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
"I quote an announcement made room and Inquired, 'James, how do only goes to prove thfff the pot has ln the memory of those seeing It.
the major and minor modes. Gen
thing
printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
The
group
was
supposed
to
represent
erally speaking, major portrays over Station KOER The studio en you feel?' Lowell replied: ‘I haven't no occasion to call the kettle black.
people
of
different
walks
of
life,
who
Poster.
the
slightest
Idea;
I
am
reading
Roo
realization, contentment and Joy, semble has Just played selections
in their Journey had congregated at
JUNE
and minor striving, doubt and sad from the opera Mignon in our pro Roy " Lowell must have lived near
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
I For The Courler-Oazette |
the Inn for the night, and were pass
ness. The music of the Russians. gram of American music. This nature's heart, or he would not have
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
She's arrived, the Queen of aeaaone.
ing away the evening by relating
With her perfect daya ao rare.
Orientals, and all oppressed peoples opera is the work of the American written of the lowly dandelion—
experience.
f
Crowned
with
a
wreath
of
roaee
their
various
experiences
Previous
common flower, that growest be
Is prevailing minor. The music of! composer, Theodore Thomas and Dearside
Upon her ehlnlng hair.
the way.
to
the
raising
of
the
curtain
the
High
Now
is
the
time
to
have your personal, business and
the United States of America is pre has had a strong influence on Prlnglni the dusty road with harmless
She Is clad In richest verdure
gold.
School orchestra rendered a medley
advertising
printing
done at our new low prices.
American
composition.'
Her bright draperies of green
vailing major. Birds, and this may
Thou art more dear to me
Are embroidered with gay flowers.
of co’Jcge songs followed by the pro
"I expect to hear any day that Than all the prouder summer blooms
seem strange, sing ln both major
She la a fairy queen.
ms-, be.
LETTERHEADS
cessional. the undergraduates enter
and minor: and apparently the Richard Wagner, who composed that
Afternoon
O June, we gladly hall thee.
ing the hall marshalled by Earle PayBILLHEADS,
modes denote the same in their well known American opera. Parsi
With thy choice treasures fair.
My morning saunter led me al
ron, '34. Invocation was offered by
Thy lap plied high with roses.
STATEMENTS
music as it does ln ours—the expres fal, played shortstop for the Pitts
No season can compare
most to the gate of God's Acre,
Rev F F Fowle. Miss Solvelg HeLsENVELOPES,
sion of different moods. Our Ameri burgh baseball team in the 1909
With thee for radiant beauty.
Mount
Auburn
Cemetery.
The
tad as salutatnrian extended greet
can robin will sing in both major World's Series.
Per 1000
FLYERS,
For wealth of treasures rare.
afternoon saunter led me within the
ings to those present and ended by
For song-birds' notes a-trllllng
and minor at different times to ex “Yours for louder and dumber
CARDS.
ETC.,
In the green trees everywhere
gate. I know not how a visit there
inciting an extract from "The WayElizabeth O Marsh
press the varying moods of the day. radio announcers."
Parcel Post on rach HHN) 15c Extra
affects others, but to me It Is llk»
side Inn" which described the guests
•
•
•
•
We all know what his sunrise song
making
a
tour
of
a
flne
estate,
the
there
Irene Ooldowsky. daughter of
Is like, with Its bubbling Joy and
Butter Paper printed in Blue or Black Ink
monuments being only incidentals,
The characters were represented’
Youthful Jacket Frock
ecstasy. This is prevailing major Mme. Lea Luboshutz. violinist and
like statuary. Certainly this famous
as follows: Landlord. Edwin Annis,
1000 Sheets, half pound size,
$3.00
But listen to his slnglny during the member of the faculty of the Curtis
cemetery never looked more beauti
who introduced certain parts of the
day especially during a hot steepy Institute of Music, was married
1000 Sheets, one pound size,
$3.75
ful than it did today—clipped grass
program; historian, Ernest Whitney,
or cloudy day. It becomes pensive May 16 to Walter L. Wolf, ln the
like
a
green
carpet,
the
trees
fresh
Milk
Bills,
1000,
In
5000
Lola
$1.50
giving
an
account
of
the
four
years'
and Its prevailing style Is minor. chapel of the Rodeph Sholom Tem
and
green,
the
flowers
and
shrub

experience
ln
High
School;
barris

Indigo buntings and meadowlarks ple. Philadelphia. Josef Hofmann
bery lovely. The morning Journey
ter, George Hail, who read the class
SPECIAL OFFER
often sing at twilight ln minor, while played the wedding march. A re
carried
me bv the front of Elmwood,
will; gypsy, Harriet Cavanaugh,
their prevailing style throughout the ception at the home of Mme. Lubo
my afternoon bv the rear of it. I
(substituting for Louise Morong who
One year's subscription to The Courier-Gazette I' ree
day Is major. This means that the shutz followed The couple sailed
sat ln the Park under the same trees O’
on account of illness ln the family
with each order of Wedding Invitations
objective side of bird music, the side for Europe May 20. After a two
that Lowell sat under when a boy.
was unable to be presentl read the
or Announcements
that is influenced bv outside con months' stay there they will return
My childhood's earliest thoughts were
palms revealing the future of each
ditions. offers interpretations of the to their residence at Hopeland. El
linked with thee:
of her aaw.iates; poet, Augusta
of thee calls back the robin's
varying moods of the day—a re kins Park, Pa. The bride has made The sight
song.
Noyes, giving the class poem; and
many
friends
during
her
summers
Who. from the dark old tree, sang clearly
markable achievement, since much
all day long
coachman, Franklin Clough, who an
of our music of the present does in Rockport, She is charming and
Adds distinction, style and character to your sta
Evening
nounced the time of departure. This
democratic ln manner.
nothing more than this.
tionery,
announcements, cards, folders, etc. We are
part
of
the
program
was
brought
to
In
the
evening
we
went
to
Cam

"However, some birds sing noth
a close with the valedictory by Mary
Until death claimed Ernest Tor bridge to a garden party at the
the only printers in Knox County using this up-toing but subjective music, the kind
Veazie, who after bidding her fare
date process.
which comes from within and ts not rence. motion picture actor, few Longfellow House, and at 7.15 wit
wells also recited from the Longfel
Influenced by outside conditions. A knew that he was a skilled musiclau. nessed a play, "The Tempest,” under
low poem.
and that his early life was devoted the trees, with squirrels running
Whenever you are in the market for printing let us
"A June Song" by the High School
to music. He studied at the Edin around, and birds singing. Very
figure with you
Chorus and “I Love a Little Cottage"
burgh Academy of Music (Mr. Tor well played—Miranda being fair to
by the Oirls' Chorus, Interspersed
rence was a native of Scotland), the look upon; Ferdinand a comely
New Yorfc-PoWt FoiAiow* the program, and the class ode, words
Conservatorium in Stutgart, Ger youth, and the other players very
Parcel Delivery
many and the Royal Academy of good Indeed. After the play we *pHlS girlish Jacket frock tn and music written by Lawrence
beige, modeled above. Is ac Snow, was sung toy the graduates.
Music ln London; won the Royal watched the folks dance on the lawn.
Family Washings
Academy's medal for operatic sing And so home at 10 of the clock and cented by brown ln the brown and
Rockland, Maine
Supt. E. L. Toner, with appropri
beige scarf of the Jacket and tbe
Called For and Delivered
ing and the Westmoreland scholar so to bed, calling it a day.
ate
remarks.
presented
the
diplomas
carved brown composition buttons
ship, and ln 1901 was singing bari
N. C. C. 2.
of the frock. Inverted pleats snd The annual presentation of the
tone roles with the Savoy Opera
a closeBtting hip yoke are style Alumni Scholarship Trophy to the
By remaining ln Holland, the ex- points ot tbe straight slim skirt. class attaining the highest medial
Company. He continued to appear
ln opera and concert, and also ln Kaiser shows his reluctance to go Crept Gabardine, a new twill fab rank was made to the class of 1933
TeL 106-R
several musical comedies here and back to Berlin and live under a dic ric made ot Acele yarn, is tbe mer by the association president, On 11
terlal used for thia charming oooIn England. In 1921 he made so tator.—Dallas News.
Erickson, and the gift of $5 to the
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THOMASTON
T.H.S. Commencement Exercises
The High School graduation was
the occasion of the gathering of one
of the largest audiences that ever
met in Watts hall. The Junior class
had. with evergreen boughs and lilacs
made a bower of beauty of the hall,
with the setting of the stage in a
woodland scene that rivalled nature
The class motto "Tonight we take
off where shall we land?’’ was sus- j
pended above the stage in the class
colors, royal purple and silver gray.
The graduates, 25 in number, the
young ladies in white and the young
gentlemen in black coats and white
trousers, made an attractive picture
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock, saluta
torian handled her subject, "Irate
Mothers," in a skillful manner, clos. ..
ing with a toast "To our Irate Mothers
„
,,
..
,, ,
...
God bless them, which caught the
.kudience
j.
i
a
who responded with uow
heavy
applause.
The first oration by Miss Pauline
McLain with its subject “What the
world needs more of," was well com
posed and delivered. The speakers
thoughts and statements, so much
in (he public mind in the past year,
were given a strong indorsement by
the audience. The second oration by
Miss Charlotte Dyer had for its sub
ject “Queen Victoria," an inspiring
theme, which was well covered by tne
speaker. Queen Victoria as a ruler
will live long in history.
The valedictory by Richard Spear
had for its subject "Graduations,'
prominence being given to a change
in the manner of conducting them
The other numbers on the program
were well received by the audience
who responded with laughter and
applause. The musical numbers were
pleasing Supt Lord m presenting
the dipIomM again called the atten-

ments will be Miss Edna HUt, Miss
Rosa Teel. Miss Prances Shaw, Mrs
Madeline Spear and Mrs. Estelle Newbert.
'
Donaid p. Whitney is on a Ashing
trjp at Moosehead.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Henry go
Monday to0rono where”the7r daugh-

painted, will sail for Monhegan Sun
day.

Dr. Ethel Crie will be in Lakewood
Saturday accompanied by .Mrs. H
D. Crie and Dr. James Kent, to at
tend the State Osteopathic Convenj tlon and the opening play at Lake*ood.
Mrs. Abbie Meservey who has been
ter Miss Blanche Henry receives a
guest of her brother Millard Gilmore
degree from University of Maine.
Miss Kay Turner who has been at returned to Union Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sawyer of
a studio in Port Clyde, ls in town.
Mrs. Donald P. Whitney entertained Medford. Mass., came Friday to visit
the Rug Club Tuesday. Her guests with Mrs Sawyer’s uncle and aunt,
were Mrs. Allyne Peabody, Mrs. Har Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend.
The Baptist ladies circle will meet
riet Whitney and Mrs. Oliver Hahn.
Wednesday
afternoon for work.
Services at the Federated Church
on Sundav will be as follows; Church Supper at 6 o'clock with Mrs. Susie
school at 9 45 a. m.; morning service Newbert chairman of committee.
at 11 o'clock, subject, "Tlie Heart ot Two plays, "Sardines," and "A Mid
Israel." The music will include. night Fantasy," will be presented
“Stand Ud for Jesus," by North by the Beta Alpha Club, with ad
, ,
Evening service at 7 oclock when i mission of 25 cents. A talented
®
Re-Thinking Missions will be con- group of entertainers will function in
tinued. the subject for the evening the two plays presented.

Every-0 ther-Day

Probate Notices

|n Everybody’s Column

BANKRUPT SALE

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
In and for the County of Knox, on the I
16th day of May ln the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and '
thirty-three, and by adjournment from i

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
niake a line.
“

The property of ALMORE E. SPEAR,
consisting of three dwellings, grain
store, double* garage and extensive tract
of land, situated near Maine Central
Depot at Warren.
All offers subject
approval of United States District
Court.
The Spear stock of merchandise, new
plows, cultivators, mowing machines,
farming Implements and poultry feed
ls now on sale at the store of V. L.
Packard. Highlands. Rockland.
CHARLES T. SMALLEY. Trustee.
417 Main Street, Rockland
6C-S-69

♦

LOST AND FOUND

May the following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated lt Is hereby Or
BLACK LEATHER pocketbook, con
dered :
taining money and other articles lost.
That notice thereof be given to all per Finder please return to COURIER-GA
sons Interested by causing a copy of ZETTE office or call 273-J
67-69
this order to be published three weeks
BROWN ZIPPER bag. between Green
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a
_ r~. ,published
________ ___________
___ .ln 1 Oabies Inn. Camden and Eastern Steamnewspaper
at Rockland
I said County that they may appear at I
wharf. Belfast. Return to Green
a Probate Court to be held ut said Oabies Inn Reward. MARY C. NILES,
Rockland, on the 20th day of June A D North Islesboro. .M»‘
0«-70
1933, at eight o'clock ln the forenoon, “—————-■
«
| and be heard thereon If they see cause 1
• *
• HERBERT WEBSTER FIFIELD. late R
SEEDLINGS
and
tomato
plants
for
»
of Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and
sale—strong, stocky, dark green, well
Petition for Probate thereof, asking that
hardened, large variety. All 30c per doz.
the same may be proved and allowed
Handsome pansies 20c per basket.
I and that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Vegetables in season. CHATER'S OAR
Herbert Walker Fifleld and Ambrose A
HOUSEWORK of any kind wanted DENS, Back road Rockport to Camden
! Peterson, both of Vinalhaven. they
67-72
References
baing the Executors named ln said Will, by a middle-aged woman.
furnished. Tel. Tenant's Harbor 11-3.
without bond
USED Ice refrigerators. household
FLORA B ALLEN, late of St Oeorge. MRS SAIMA MATSON, Long Cove Me models for sale
Extremely low prices,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro- __________________________________ 67-69 excellent condition. Buy now. $5 to $15.
bate thereof, asking that the same mav
WASHING and Ironing wanted. Rea- One Kelvinator electric refrigerator, all
be proved and allowed and that Letters | sonable prices
MRS W H. THORN- thoroughly Inspected and reflnlshed.
being, "Rural Evangelism and Agri
Testamentary Issue to Oeorge E Allen DIKE. 6 High St.
69*71 $65
Two medium and one large sized
cultural Missions."
!
Alumni Entertain Graduates
of St Oeorge. he being the Executor
cooling Ice boxes, low price. O. A.
HOUSEKEEPER with child of school milk
GluyasWiUiamsand family of West | The alumni ban’uet ln Watts ha“
named In said Wlll. without bond
age wishes position with lady or gen LAWRENCE CO., Inc.. Main St.. City.
69-tf
CORA B. ORIFPIN. late of Union, de tleman or elderly couple; good refer
Newton. Mass , were at the Knox Hotel Thursday evening was attended by 112 '
I'hQlQ by Qraci Uni
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate ences
BOX 123 Vinalhaven
69*71
1927
WHIPPET
6
cylinder
4
door
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
Thursday and Fridav • Thursday members whpiwre sereed a delectable
AN AIRPLANE SMOKESTACK
proved and allowed and that Letters
MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted to sedan, for sale, flrst class condition; also
Dalton
adding
machine.
Inquire
14
night Henry McDonald was their | dlnner by Ix'on Le*hton of the Knox
Testamentary Issue to Allce E. Wll- [ take care of Invalid, some housework
UITE a bit of startled comment .« ing the height of the stack by 12 to
67*69
llsms. of Union, she being the Execu- 1 Apply A B C, Courier-Gazette.
69-71 OCEAN ST
Hotel and hls aides, the waiters be
15 feet.
being aroused by the novel "air
guest at a special gathering.
trlx named In said Wlll. without bond ixDERI.Y person to board, or semlCABBAGE plants for sale A H ROB
A great many experiments were
plane" smokestacks now tn uw on all
FRED C. MARDEN late of North Invalid. Best care, sunny room, quiet INSON. 12 Wadsworth St.. Thomaston
The following people attended the ing drawn from the three lower
made by the designers. Gibbs A Cox,
four
ot
the
new
Craoe
liners
in
service
Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for home
MRS
M
E
Mt?ClNNEY.
49
69-71
funeral of Mrs. Delora Keene in classes of the high school. At tne
Inc., In a regular aeronautical airbetween New York. Centre) America
Probate thereof, asking that the tame Cedar St Tel 1051-J.
68*70
tunnel at New York University before
may be proved and allowed, and that
WHEN you are planning to* aell your
snd California.
Rockville Thursday afternoon. Rev. business meeting presided over oy
WANTED Bag containing Carnation chickens *and fowl, call PETER ED
selecting Lila satisfa 'ory airplane
Letters of Administration with the Will
Pbotogr-nb shews influence of stack
H. S. Kilborn who officiated, Miss Miss Alcada Hall, president, these
65-tf
Annexed be Issued to Earl C. Marden milk placed ln Wlllys-Knlght sedan by WARDS. Tel. 806-J . Rockland.
design.
updraft on scarf hen by passenger.
mistake
Return FIRST NATIONAL
officers
were
elected
for
the
ensuing
of
North
Haven,
or
some
other
suitable
Harriet Levensaler, E. O'B. Burgess,
Engineers built and suspended ship
These unusually shaped stacks keep
BABY CARRIAGE for sale. CALL
STORE At Brook.
69-71
person,
without
bond.
models In thia air-tunnel in order to
274-J.
tbe ships clear of smoke sod soot,
69-71
Miss Gladys Fernald. Mrs Robert year: Miss Dorothy L. Starrett, presi
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
MARIA K
WATERMAN. late of
measure wind velocity as well as gas
making It possible for passengers to
South Thomaston, deceased
Will and Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY.
CABIN
cruiser
for
sale
at
a
bargain.
Watts. Mrs. E. P Starrett, Arthur dent; Alfred M Strout. vice presi
velocity
carefully.
Smoke
was
bl-wn
i*m open-al- dining room, sports
59-tf She ls copper fastened and seaworthy.
Petition for Probate thereof, asking
dent; Miss Ethel Upham, secretary I enjoy
up ths stack and watched through a
deck, end tiled iwtmming pool—
Mossman and daughter Madeline.
that the same may be proved and
WANTED to buy by an American, a Would consider trade for large truck or
window
in
the
'unrel,
and
photographs
largest
on
any
American
ship
—
with
allowed,
and
that
Letters
of
Adminis

farm or land with or without buildings, other property of like value. DR J. H
Miss Emma Stackpole and Mrs Elia and treasflrer t re-elected); Forrest
were also taken o. sll experiments.
tration with the Will Annexed be Issued convenient to Rockland or Camden DAMON. Tel. 109-M
out any nterfsrence.
69-71
StacjtpOje
Stone, Miss Catherine Beattie and
to
Harry
L.
Waterman of South Send description and price ln flrst let
Experts po'r. out thst this unusual
This alrplar., design also is strict./
ELEICTRJC mangle, practically new.
Thomaston,
or
some
other
suitable
per

ter. BOX R. Courler-Oazette office
Albert Elliot, executive committee.
design le entirely unique In the way of
in line with ship fashions, as It keeps
Price right. Can be seen at corner Kel
• • • •
son. without bond.
69-75 ley and Thomaston Sts., or TEL. 765
ship emokeetacks. sod that Its novel
the stacks low _rd racy In appear
Mr. and Mrs W B. D. Gray enterMrs John MaMn of North ■“wn ' shape hat the r.ame effect ss Increas ance.
ESTATE FLORA E. MARDEN later of
____________________________ 67-69
as chef or order cook want ____
North Haven, deceased Petition for edPOSITION
tained at a picnic supper Wednesday Mass was thf ver>' efficient toast-!
Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
NEW MILCH cows for sale. 4-yeur Jer
Administration, d bn eta asking that Orace 8t.. City
________ *tf sey and 4-yeaa Guernsey, calves 4 weeks
Earl C. Marden. of North Haven, or
in honor of Mrs. E. P Rochester of master. The program: Welcome to out, by Huatari 9. by Art. Makinen placed by Mattson in the fifth with some
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keya made to old. Come see them. MRS THORNother suitable person be appoint
the Class of 1933, Miss Jessie Stewart:
order.
Keys
made
to
flt
locks
when DIKE'S FARM Keag
69*71
in three innings 3, by Carr 5. Hit one out. Mattson let Battery P ed Administrator with the will annexed original keys are lost. House, uffice
Arlington. Vt. The evening was
or
dry HARn
—Z7Z—
the estate not already administered.
spent in game and socially. Those £^°by
g’X «* pltcher' Ambs S£aklnen
or down >•2' ’• for
remainder of the of
w,t£Gt^nd
Cr
Code books provide key, for Hl
"LuTto75 " £r?nk
uu
uga.ii
vasx. unci
locks without bother. Scissors and EI«ckson H i if., fri ™
‘'RANK
hitless ball and strlkestate clarence e i lmer late Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea; ERICKf>oN. R 1. Box 70. Thomaston.
tion of the citizens to the high rank Pre;ent
Mr and Mrs' Roy seven; remarks. Louis C. Sturtevarit; balls, off Huatari 3. by Art Makinen game pitching
_
_ .
Rockland, deceased Petition tor Ad- ‘ liable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO"
_____ _______________________ 68*70
ministration, asking that Myrtle Crock 408 Main St., Rockland Tel 791 65-tf
the school liad taken in this season's Piercy of Nobleboro. Nathan Far- dance. Rhythm Tap Up-to-dat^. and 2. Umpires, Drinkwater and L. ing out five, as Rockville scored two ett.
NEW Dodge-Plymouth and used cu~
of Rockland, or some other suitable
cash, terms or trade HENRY K ALLEN.
runs. HeUn with a single and a person
State educational contests, all of well. Mr and Mrs Ensign Otis. Mr Buck Dance. Alfred Chapman ol Jackson. Scorer, McGuffle
be appointed Admx.. with bond
Tenant s Harbor Tel 8007
67*69
double ar.d Libby with two singles
ESTATE SIMEON M DUNCAN, late
which is very gratifying to the alumni and Mrs wllllara PUnt' Mr and Mrs grade six. Miss Irene Young accom
CHOW. Eskimo and fox terrier pup
of
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
D. P. George. Mrs. A. T Gould, Miss
led thelr respective teams with the Administration, asking that Edward K
pies for sale at 111 PLEASANT ST. Tel
Piiates 3. Texacos 0
as well as to parents and others.
panist; contralto solos. “Thank Ooa
M3-W._____________________________ 69-71
Clara Spear. Myles Weston and
Oould of Rockland, or some other suit
willow.
Henry
Gardner
pitched
and
batThe program: March—“Our Di
For a Garden" and “Trees." Mrs.
able person be appointed Admr.. with F **^*w.«*«.^*w.***|y
BUFFET, china closet, dining table.
Henry McDonald.
The score:
comb, bookcase-writing desk, library
bond.
Gladys Jones Morgan, Miss Margaret
Rockland Pirates to a 3 to 0
rector," orchestra; prayer. Rev. Mr
It
you
have
a
cottage
to
let
oe
table
for sale. 55 Masonic st.
TEL
i Thomaston and Rockland will Stahl accompanist; Rag Doll Drill, victory over the Texacos at Com- j
ESTATE WILLIAM R HAINES, late
Rockville
dealre summer boarders advertlae the
Franklin; "Apollo Overture." Elisa
1H-R______________
68-70
of Rockland, deceased Petition for
fact
tn
this
paper
where
thousand*
send a flve-man rifle team to arranged by Miss Rebecca Robertson munity Park Tuesday night G*rdAdministration, asking that Harrie S
WOOD for sale—soft wood 64 50 cord,
ab r bh po a
beth Brown, pianist; Salutatory—
will read ot It. ____________________
Haines of Boston. Mass . or some other
hard ntted Wood 17.75.
ROBERT ES
“Irate Mothers," Elizabeth Wooceock; Augusta Sunday to match a five- Misses Marian Pelt of grade eight and ner let the supposedly hard hitting m. Starr, lb ____ 5 1 1 11 0
suitable person be appointed Admr,
SEVERAL cottages* all furnished, tor ANCY. Liberty, Me. Tel. Washington
man team selected elsewhere.
without bond
sale or to let for the season at Old
67*69
____________
Helmi Johnson of grade seven. Miss Texacos down with two measley Teague, ss
class will, Evelyn Beckett; violin
1
ESTATE WILLIAM M STEWART, late Orchard BANOOR REAL ESTATE EXMiss Marian E. Starrett was a j Eloise Dunn and Russell Young ac- Dingles and quickly repulsed their T HeUn 3b
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock of A. E
duet—"Londonderry Air." Phyllis
Petition for Ad- CHANGE. 114 Exchange St, Bangor
of Union, deceased
spear for sale at attractive prices, con:
ministration, asking t)iat Herbert L.
Belasco and Hazel Harrison; first iuesl at a lawn Part>' in RockP°rt companists; remarks. Principal John only scoring threat of the evening. Hunt, cf
______________________ listing of corn and bean planter, plows
Grinnell of Union, or some other sultCOOPER'S
Beach
cottaxe
furnished,
cultivators, litter carrier, mowing
by
Mrs.
Richard
Creighton; piano solo, "Romance," This same boy drove in the first two A starr, 2b
0 < able person be appointed Admr, with sale or rent; electricity, fireplace, good machine, mowing machine parts, hay
oration, What the World Needs Tuesday, given
bond
Tonseth.
water,
garage
one
of
the
finest
views
of
Also several bags of Chick
More of.” Pauline McLain; class his
Sibelius. Miss Betty Brown, 1937; Pirate runs and scored the other q Starr, c ......... 3
ESTATE THEODORE J. BRADFORD, Penobscot Bay. Camden Mts Call 178-R Starter, at a very low price. PACKARD
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dornan who dance. "Ups and Downs of Bell-hops himself, which wasn't a bad evening Mattson, rf p......... 3
tory, Wilbur Strong; address to un
late of Thomaaton. deceased
Petition or at BLACKINOTON'S SHOE STORE
STORE, at The Highlands._________ 62-tf
for Appointment of Trustee, asking
dergraduates, Elizabeth Winchenpaw; have
livin« ln Mechanicsville. Alfred Chapman; contralto solos for Henry Gardner.
68-.0* FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
Salminen. If ..... . 3
that Charles M Starrett of Thomaston
SMALL, new camp for sale Nice lot cord 48. fitted soft wood. 66. T. J CAR"A Night in June." class chorus; sec- Pa • are »<»» occupying the lower "Sylvia" and "Goin' Home," negro
be appointed Trustee, with bond
The Pirates took the lead in the e. Lofman, p, rf
4
60-tf
100 feet to beach.
Bargain at $150 ROLL Tel. 263-21.
ESTATE NANCY M BABBIDGE. late JOHN GORDON. Port Clyde. Me x*n
ond oration—“Queen Victoria." Char- tenement in Mrs E. L. Montgom- spiritual. Mrs Morgan; "Auld Lang second on two very cheap runs.
FOR SALE-^Speclai For Al7 This
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
69-71 Month — Extra Large Healthy-Day-Old
lotte Dyer; class prophecy. Forrest ery's house. Mr. Dornan was for- Syne." alumni assoclat'on. Miss Ai- With two out E. Freeman sent a fly ,
License to sell certain Real Estate,
35 6 10 24 12
COTTAOE on Ash Point shore, six Ch*cks. Flood Blooded and Bred To Lay.
situated ln Rockland, and fully de
Orafton and William Keefe; violin
°f Eas' Union but has beer‘ cada Hall, accompanist
to left center. The Immortal Mealey
Battery F
scribed ln said Petition presented by rooms, phone, artesian well, lights, to R 1 Beds. Barred and White Plymouth
let for season or for sale.
DR. C. F Ho^*ts. White Wyandottes. and White
John O. Stevens, of Rockland, Exr
duet. "Extase." Hazel Harrison and elsewhere 21 years. He is known in
came in with one of his sport model
ab r bh po a
FRENCH Tel 198-W
67-69 Lefhoms. $7 75 per 100. Heavy Odds and
ESTATE ANOIE M MOFFITT. late of
Phyllis Belasco; c'ass gifts, Phyllis this section aj a monumental
FOR
RENT,
xt
Holld.y
Bexch
»n eight ‘ ^nVeeTwhU,Itort.. ^IM
juggling
catches
and
found
himself
Keefe,
s®',,
.....
4
Boston. Ma^s
deceased
Petition to
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
picking the ball out of the grass. And j Libby, c ................ 4
Determine Inheritance Tax. presented room cottage for July. For particulars —$15.00; Bronze Turkey Poults 135 oo
Belasco; valedictory—"Graduations." worker.
C
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“
OrBC
‘
‘
m
St
,i
»*
’
hundred
by Carl W Moffitt, of Boston Exr
Richard Spear; presentation of diMrs. Luther Clark and Mrs. Rossie
Wednesday's Resulta
how those fans ate that up. Day ! Smalley, 2b
o,d
ESTATE GEORGE B WILSON late of Lowell. Mas-______________________ 60-if week old ch|cks 1(k. each; ,wo
Philadelphia. Pa., deceased Petition to
plomas. Supt. Charles E. Lord; class Boundy returned Wednesday eveCOTTAGES at seashore and lakes for chicks 12c each No business has wlthClark Island 1. South Thomaston 0. reached first on an error and Clyde I Robbins. 3b .......... 4
Determine Inheritance Tax. presented sale and to let. Manv good bargains, stood the Depression like the Poultry
ode. seniors; benediction. Rev. Mr ning after a three days trip to FarmMosher hit a ball which so surprised j Henderson, lb ... 3
Rockville 6. Battery F 4
by Oeorge Searing Wilson of Philadel Write for list L. A THURSTON. Rock- Business. For lots of 50 add lc each on
phia.
Pa . Exr
land. Tel. 1159
65-tf Chicks and Sc each on Ducks and TurKilborn; march, orchestra.
ington Falls and Harmony.
Mr Fowler at short that he couldn't ■ Morgan, rf ....... 2
The League Standing
■ keys. You can beat the depression with
ESTATE ATHLEEN MARGARET McThc class roll: Charlotte Ros:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burton of
poultry, on the farm or on the back lot
3
CONCHIE of Owl s Head
First and
w
PC pick lt up and the bases were loaded. | Perry, p ......
L
in the city. All orders shipped Imme
Anal
account
presented
for
allowance
by
K
Dyer, Forrest Edward Grafton, Eliza- Billerica. Mass., will arrive here
diately on receipt of Cash or P O order
I
.750 Here Is where Mr Gardner slammeo j Robbins. If .......... 3
James L. McConchle caf Owlfa Head
Rockville .......... 3
♦
Parcel Post Prepaid. We have several
beth Frances Woodcock. Evelyn Sunday on their way to Orono to atOdn
♦
.750 a liner over second, scoring Freeman I Foster, cf ............ 1
I
Clark Island ... .. 3
thousand for Delivery Dally.
If you
ESTATE CORA E WHITMAN, late of 4
Maxine Beckett, Albert Palmer 1 tend the graduation of their son and
and
Day.
Verge,
cf
want healthy, hardy, strong Chicks on
1
750
North Haven, deceased First and final
So. Thomaston . - 3
the
"MORE
FOR
LESS"
Plan.
Higher
Gould, Phyllis Mae Belasco, Pauline daughter. Leroy and Luthera BurThen came the Texacos best effo; t'
account presented for allowance by
2
500
Rockport .......... .. 2
SEVERAL HOTELS that are fully Quality for Leaa Money order today
Margaret B Smith ttf North Haven.
McLain, William Albert Keefe, Hazel ton.
Wholesale
and
Retail
Distributors
In
the
game,
and
it
was
quite
futile,
j
29 4 6 24 8 3 Admx
equipped and now doing business, for
.500
Battery F
.. 2
2
sale; send for list. BANOOR REAL ES Southern Maine for the famous Elmore
Marie Harrison, Beatrice Marguerite
....
Stewart
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with
a
ESTATE
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M
STONE,
late
of
Rockville
AC.
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
2—6
Feeds.
Fertilizer.
Lehigh
Portland
Ce

2
'Snipers ..........
.000
0
Thomaston, deceased
Petition for Ad TATE EXCHANOE. 114 Exchange St. ment and Land Limes Lowest Cash and
Havener. Nathan Webb Thompson.
Henry Fales is at home on vacasingle
and
galloped
to
second
when
Bangor
___________________________
62-73
Battery
F
..........
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0—
4
ministration.
asking
that
Edward
L.
000
4
Pirates ............ _ 0
Carry prices In New England STOVER'S
Elizabeth Georgianna Winchenpaw. tion from University of Maine.
an attempt to pick him off went wild
Two-base hits. Helin. Morgan. Stone, of Thomaston, or some other
THREE small places ror sale, suitable CASH ORAIN STORE DISTRIBUTOR
Tomorrow
’
s
Games
_
...
.
j
„
,
.
,
_
suitable person be appointed Admr.. for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. 6750 to t°r STOVER FEED MFG. CO. On track.
Florence Elizabeth Young, Roland
Maynard Lineken of Three Rivers,
Oray filed out and Fowler reached Sacrifice hits, Teague. G. Starr. without bond.
4850
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St 86 P»rk St . Rockland. Just below ArPirates vs. Snipers at Rockland.
flrst on
error
took second j Bases on balls, off Mattson, off Lof65-tf mour's. Tel. 1200.
68-78
Joseph Paquin. Allie Irene Mahoney. Canada, is visiting his parents Mr
ESTATE CHARLES H WALKER, late Tel. 1080
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
Battery F vs South Thomaston at unmojested h. A Gardner fanned; man. off Perry 3. Struck out. by Administration, asking that Edmund P
Florence Mae Whitehill. Harry Leroy and Mrs Matthew Lineken.
Hoffses grounded out.
Mattson 5. Perry 6 Lofman 2. Um- Walker of Portland, or some other suit
Burns, June Perks. June Averill
Among the out of town people who South Thomaston
able person be appointed Admr. with
Clark Island vs. Rockville al oc in the fifth Gardner beat out a sin- pires. Robbins and Howard.
Henry, Ralph Edward Caven, Wilma attended the alumni banquet were
out bond.
I
ESTATE LUCY PECK SfEAR late of
gle and Thomas dumped him on {
____________
Libby, Lloyd Edward Beckett, Rich- Mr and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant of P°rt'
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Per
ard Marcus Spear. Myron Samuel Ellsworth. Mrs. John Stevens. Mr.s.
second with a neat sacrifice. F. Freepetual care of burial lot. and asking the
WITH THE BOWLERS Court
FOUR room unfurnished apartment
Thursday evening at the Waldo man walRed and Winchenbach came
to determine amount to be ex
Simmons and Wilbur Warren Strong, h q co]e anc| Mrs. Susie Tolman
to let. modern conveniences, garage If
pended for headstone.
Presented by
avenue
grounds.
Perry's
Market
ball
wUh
a
double
desired.
418 a month V. F. STUDLEY
Wall’s Wonders emerged from the I Charles
Carles T Smalley of Rocldand Admr
Sunday will be Children's Day at Snow of Rcckland, Miss Dorothy
283 Main St. Tel. 1080
66-tf
team
took
Black
&
Gay's
team
into
The
aeon'
wrprltnffp
nt
tfip
S
tar
qllpv^
Thnr*;I
Witness.
MEI.ZER
T
CRAWFORD.
EswrecKagr. at me btar alleys, raws qulre Judge of BrobaU Court for Knox
the Baptist Church. The junior de- Keller of Boston, Mrs. John C.
ROOM to let. Price reasonable Gen
camp
to
the
tune
of
16
to
6.
Earl
tleman preferred. 126 CAMDEN ST.
day night and smacked the haughty ; County. Rockland. Maine.
partment, Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, super- Ma.'on of North Easton. Mass., Oscar
j Attest
__________________________________ 69*71
Perry made his debut as a pitcher,
Pirates
*Three Crows with a 57-pin defeat.
intendent, will have exercises in the Hodgkins of Portland, F. Crockett
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
HALF a double house to let at 83
but was relieved in the third inning
ab r bh po a e Adding to King Henry's elation was
Summer
St
Inquire C. M HARRING
evening.
Brown of New York city, Maynard
TON
Tel 551-W________________ 69-tf
by
"Cannon
Ball"
Lufkin,
who
held
Thomas.
3b
.........
3
0
13
2
the fact that he had high total.
William Manning is at home from Lineken of Canada. Stephen LavenNotices of Appointment
BEST flve room tenement In city. All
Snow had high string (124i. The
University of Maine for the summer der of Ellsworth. Robert Mitchell, the Canners in the hollow of his hand j B. Preeman.ss ...... 3 0
modern, furnished or un/urnlshed, low
for the rest of the game. The umpir- [ Winchenbach.rf .... 4
I.
Charles
L.
Veazle.
Register
of
Prorent. Opposite Scientist (murch. MIKE
eummary:
vacation.
Paul Wotton. Sherman Wotton and
, bate for the County of Knox, in the
ARMATA. Men's Shop, Park 3t
67-69
Wall's Wonders—Jordan 541, Snow State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
Mrs. G. Metcalf and two daughters Miss Flora Wallace of Friendship, ing of Maynard Thomas was a fea-1 Carter, 2b ............. 3
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Oround
SIEB'S
OVERSIZE
CHICKS
from
!
the
following
estates
the
persons
were
R.
Gardner.
If
......
3
535. Wail 556, total 1632.
of Pelham, N. Y„ will occupy Mrs. Miss Edith Stevens and Miss Eve- ture of the game.
appointed
Administrators.
Executors. world's finest bloodlines, grow larger. floor. All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M
quicker, lav better Per 100 nre- OBIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
68-tf
• ** •
j Richardson, If ----- 0
Three Crows—Horrocks 511, Cum I Guardians and Conservators and on the mature
Chester Vose's house on High street lyn Stevens of Cushing.
paid: Wh, Buff. Brown Leghorns. Andates hereinafter named
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St All
Simmons, the St. George pitching ' g Preeman.cf ....... 2
conas.
45.50;
Brd
.
Wh
.
Buff
Rocks,
S.
C.
mings
548,
Mason
516,
total
1575.
for the summer, during which time
A hopefui slgn m the financial
Improvements, garage.
D. SHAFTER,
EDMUND E
PRESCOTT
late of
act, isplaying a shortengagement • ua^. c ..................... 3
15 Rockland St.
65-tf
Washington, deceased,, April 25. 1O-Q , Reds. Wh. Wyand.. Wh . Buff Orns
Mr Metcalf will travel in Europe.
the calling of a special meetPemi"j
B
Prescot?'orCooMr
,
's
Mills
was
»
5
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Wh
&
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»
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Minorca*.
R
c
Reds,
with the Rumford team.
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n
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advantage
to
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an
°'
d
C
^ifled
bi flung » L. ^'“nd 66 00. Hvy Asstd. 45 00;
With manyregreth the correspond- ,ng of the stockholders of the Thom• • • •
ordarTkL;! »P»rtment to let. grand piano, open
ICtion sale,"
jale.” we
WP read.
read Bargains
Raroains go
no ] bond
bond May
May 2.
2. 1933
1933
—'
Add 25c on
on orders less flr,pl«, oll burner
Unusually attrac
H. Gardner, p ...... 3
auction
_____......
„
! tha“ 100
Prompt live delivery guarent records the Item that Mrs. Joseph ajton National Bank at its rooms Clark Island 4, South Thomaston 0
BENJAMIN C. PERRY, late of Rock- gnteed
SIEB S HATCHERY 325 Lln- tive opportunity to right party. CALL
to
the
highest
bidder,
of
course
—
The
67-72
Paquin and children will leave town june 15 at 2 p’clock. to vote upon
land. deceased. May 16. 1933. Edward C. coin. Ill
69*lt 489-R or 958-J for appointment.
Clark Island tied lor first place by j
Payson of Rockland, was appointed
27 3 5 21 7 3 Humorist.
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let.
next week to take up thelr residence
qUestion of increasing the capi- shutting out the league leaders with
Exr without bond
vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage.
Texacos
in Augusta, Mr. Paquin remaining laj £tock of the bank from 1100,000 a score of 4 to 0. The superb pitch
OLIE P FREEMAN otherwise known
********<******^ TEL 958-J________________________ 61-tf
STATE OF -MAINE
as OLIE M FREEMAN, late of Rockland. ♦
hIlF house to let at 17 Warren Bt..'
SHERIFFS
SALE
here as clerk of the State Prison. He j lo $150,000 and of issuing 5000 shares ing of Huatari who only allowed
ab r bh po a e
deceased, May 16. 1933 William A. Free- «
Knox. SS
seven pleasant rooms; also two garages
man
of
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Isles
was
appointed
1
T
came to be c,erk 14 ytais ago, his , oj preferred stc;k at a par of $10.
Chaples,
2b
.
.
....
3
0
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0
Taken this day on execution, dated
Inquire 12 WARREN ST._____
65-tf
four hits and struck out nine men
♦
- ------- «
May IS. A. D 1933 Issued on a Judg Exr . without bond.
family following two years later. Mr
Luther c;ark
ck>uld and was the feature.
Stewart, lb . .......... 3 0 15 10 ment
THREE ROOM furnished apurtment
EMMA P FROHOCK. late of Rockrendered by the Superior Court
Paquin has been brought to the de- Mr and Mrj Aar<}n clark returned
j Gray, if ........
3 00
1 0 0 for Knox County begun and held at land, deceased. May 16. 1933, William
WILL THE GENTLEMAN who tele- to let. Inquire at 57 CRESCENT 8T.
Clark Island
68-70
Rockland within and for said CcAinty D Talbot of Rockland, was appointed ; phoned me June 2 concerning my lost ____
cision to remove his family to Augusta Thu^^y from a four.day camping
Fowler,
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.............
3
0
0
2
2
1
of
Knox
on
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first
Tuesday
of
May.
Exr
without
bond
cat please write me hls name and ad
THREE furnished rooms to let for
ab r bh po a
by a desire to please his wife who trip at Lermond Pond. South Hope.
i Starr, c ................. 3 0 0
7 1 1 A D. 1933. to wit on the 10th day ofI ELLEN DUNCAN, late of Rockland. dress immediately so that I can mall light housekeeping. Private bath and
Carter. If ...
Rent reasonable at 65 NORTH
May. A D.
1933. In favor of Oeorge E \ deceased, May 16. 1933. Isabel Hull of him a check .and Instructions for send garage
wishes to be among her own people.! Services at the Baptist Church
Hoffses,
rf
............
3
0
0
1 0 0 Redman as collector of taxes for the j Rockland was appointed Admx. c.t.a , ing the cat to me. ANNE T. BUCK. At MAIN ST Tel 2C1-J
67-69
Lampi, cf ...
lantic.
Maine.
67*69
Town
of
Thomaston
for
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year
1931.
i
without
bond.
and the difficulty of finding a rent in gunday wl„
Bib,e £choo, Qt „
Williams, if, 3b ..... 2 0 0 2 0 1 duly chosen and qualified, against Her-I jAMES LOGAN, late of Worcester.
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Edwards, ss .
DENTAL NOTICE: My office Is now 153 Called for and delivered. Heavy water
Thomaston such as he requires. They a. m.; morning worship at 11. topic,
Mealey, cf ............ 2 0 0 2 0 1 bert H. Stover
of ..Rockland »xln said
I IVIO.Mass,
deceabed. a»a<»jr
May 16.
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Edwin LIllIfllAA
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both
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Work done by appointment WARE CO.. 408 Main St.__________ 65-tf
now have their homo in the warden's “The Power of a Vision.” At 7 p. m.
Fifleld, 3b ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Kiwlng described lot of land situate In of Worcester. Mass, were appointed
'
~
im m
Anderson. 2b
only
Call
or
phone
109-M
Lolrl
Thnmovfnn
o)
4
1...
h„i,,l
of
.
DR.
J.
H
ROOM to let ln private family at 15
house, which will have to be vacated Children's Day program by Junior
Flanagan, p ........ 2 0 0 0 2 0 said Thomaston at the head of Knox Executors, without bond.
Alfred M DAMON, dentist.
G9-S-tf . MYRTLE ST.
Stein, 3b
67*69
street and bounded as follows Strout of Thomaston, was appointed
soon. Going with Mrs. Paquin are
On the north by Starr street; on
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. alio
department.
Agent in Maine.
E. Baum, rf
the east by land of Alice Lermond.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO three room furnished apartment, both
11 children, nine of whom are in the
24 0 2 21 6
ARTHUR B PACKA '"). late of Rock
• • • •
formerly of Gray: on the south by
Maki, c ........
65-tf heated
and
newly finished. MRS.
port. deceased. May 1
1933. Mattle B —————------ -----------------schools.
Main street; on the west by land of
Tel‘ -------318-W
65-tf
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0
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Huatari, p
Mr
and
Mrs.
Fred
Arnold
of
Fair
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Davis,
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Mrs Ellen Barry is In Orono to
____. FURNISHED apartment to let. two
Admx. without bond.
Texacos
.................
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
—
0
which
said
land
and
buildings
a
lien
rates Also light housekeeping apart- rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEFOCK
W. SCOTT YOUNG. ’ «t- of Matlnicus ment
attend commencement at University haven, Mass., will leave for home
claimed for the tax assessed thereon
to let 31 OCEAN ST.
67-69 ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M
65-tf
Two-base hit, Winchenbach. Sac ls
26 4 5 21 6
for the year 1931 by the assessors of said Isle Plantation, deceas l. May 16. 1933
of Maine. Miss Jane Barry and SundaV aftemcon. Mrs. Arnold has
M E. WEBBER Fish Market. Water! HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Marian A. Young of .lat nl< us Isle
Thomaston
for
two
hundrgd
flftv-two
rifice,
Thomas.
Struck
out,
by
------* »lv at* CAMDEN
------------ dk
- -------South Thomaston
Annlv
Stephen Barry are members of the been here f°r sometime carin» for
was
appointed
Admx., and Ocean Sts. Open dally Will carry rnnrng.
ROCKdollars and seventy-three cents ($252 73) Plantation.
all grades. Native caught fish.
67*69 LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
Gardner 6, Flanagan 5. Bases on debt or damage, and fourteen dollars without bond.
65-tf
ab r bh po a
graduating class.
her mother' Mrs Harvey L' Howard.
elghty-slx cents ($14 86) costs of
ISAAC E STARRETT. late of Union,
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Roeg,
UPPER furnished apartment of three
balls, off Flanagan 2. Umpires, and
suit, and will be sold at public auction deceased. May 16. 1933. Charlotte S land Hair Rtore. 24 Elm St. Mall orders rooms, modern, to let. Garage If de
The Beta Alpha will meet with ,who died Wednesday. Funeral serv- Gatti, ss ............... 4
Witham and Spear.
st the sheriff's office at the County Hawes of Union, was appointed Admx.. solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-J.
sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
Mrs. Amy Tripp Monday evening for ices wil1 be belt* tbis Saturday after- Sleeper. 3b ........... 3
Court house ln said Rockland at 10 without bond.
65-tf
• « • •
o’clock In the forenoon, standard time,
Jackson, lb
3
the last meeting of the season. A noon at 4 oclock.
KATE 8 GREEN, late of South Thom
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
on the nineteenth day of July. A. D aston. deceased. May 16. 1933. George tion
guaranteed. Called for and deliv
Rockville A. C. 6, Battery F 4
14 MASONIC ST.
65-tf
.. 3
roll call will be a feature of the proan<^ ®*rs- Lu“)er C.ark, Mrs. Ames, 2b ....
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1
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over
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Emery
of
Rockland,
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appointed
gram. The committee on refresh- Aaron Clark, Mrs. Lena Delano. Mrs.
’
'
tf I em. newly renovated,
tional part of said land and buildings
____ six rooms, $20.
without bond.
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerNellie Orff and Mrs. Elizabeth Leach Art. Makinen. p .... 1
F at Thomaston Tuesday night 6-4 and pay the amount due on said exe Admrs.,
JAMES HERBERT PRESCOTT, late of
Cobb-Davis.
cution with all necessary charges of sale,
65-tf
attended the graduation exercises at Gilchrist, rf ........ 3
ln a close and: exciting game. Rock the real estate above described on Washington, deceased. May 16. 1933.
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
M Prescott, of Washington, was
Strout Insurance Agency Warren Thursday evening.
Amos Makinen. cf 2
ville scored four runs in the first which attachment on the original writ Lottie
tenements.
Main,
Orove,
Orace
Court
was made July 1. A D 1932 at three appointed Admx.. without bond
Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout
J. A. Creighton & Co. have set fire W. Makinen, If .... 2
three frames and wasted about four o'clock in the afternoon, especially at
EDWIN W GOULD, late of Rockland
Davla.
65.u
the above de*«rlbed property deceased. May. 2. 1933. John Brown ol
Insurance In all Its branches
to one lime kiln.
Carr, p .................. 2
more. Battery F pecked away at taching
for the express purpose of enforcing Thomaston,
was
appointed
Speclal
Teacher of Piano
Admr. and qualified by filing bond May
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
the offerings of Lofman, Rockville’s said tax lien
4 21
22 CAMDEN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Dated thia eighth day of June. A. D. 12. 1933.
that has been at the wharf of, Two-base hits, E. Baum 1. Double starting hurler, to tie the score. 1933.
Vinal Building. Phone 158
Attest:
TEL. 639-W
A n FTQW
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE,
Register
110 MAIN ST. THOMAS TON,~ME. Charles A. Morse & Son being play, Anderson and Edwards. Struck Lofman owing to wildness, was reCC-S-72
W-B-75
Deputy Sheriff.
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FOR SALE

WANTED

Q

J Summer Cottages *

REAL ESTATE

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

Mabel H. Holbrook

;

Every-OtKer-Day
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®SOC* ETY.

Mrs. Blake Annis, Mrs. Dana S. ,
Newman, Mrs. P. A Tirrell. Jr., and 1
1 Mrs. Harold Coombs motored fc
Portland Thursday.

Shrink Metals With Dry Ice

U0DUy

expected to • Mrs. Carrie Bui pee Shaw and
week’s visit
Mrs. Winifred Fales are at thelr
with Mrs. Crane’s mother. Mrs. May
| Cooper’s Beach cottage for the sea
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pearsons and
Acheson, in Scarboro.
son.
Mrs. Celia Stewart and daughter
Dorothy, of Bridgeport, Conn., ar
Mrs. Fred L. Linekin was hostess
Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. Arthur
rive Monday to open their cottage at
i
Thursday
to the Friday Club at j Marsh and Mrs. Fred Jordan carCrescent Beach for the season.
luncheon and sewing at her cottage ried off honors at the card party
(at Dynamite Beach.
Wednesday given by thc Auxiliary cf
Mrs. D. L. McCarty and Miss Mar
Sons of Union Veterans, with Mrs.
garet Hannegan. RN, returned
Mrs. Oardner French entertained
Wednesday from a week's motor I at bridge and lunch Thursday eve- Emma Douglass as hostess. Circle
supper was in charge of Mrs. Emma
trip to St. Stephen and St. Andrews,
’ ning. There were two tables, and Hall and Mrs. Mae Reed, and at the
' honors were won by Mrs. Leland
The Chase BUrm Crowd had a, I
•,c‘c
“**’•
evening meeting the degrees were
particularly happy day at the farm Drinkwater, Mrs. C. E. Freeman and , confcrred upon Mrs Pranles clayter.
Thursday, enjoying the
Mrs. John M. Richardson.
------June weather ln the open, with din_
___ __
_
! Mrs. O. W. Hemenway has re
Robert McCarty motored to Wor- j turned from a visit of three weeks,
ner on the porch.
cester. Mass , Wednesday, and on his with her daughter, Mr.s. W 8. Olover.
Miss Esther Ahlberg was hostess to ireturn was accompanied by his in Watertown, Mass.
the Moonlight Auctioneers Thurs-1brother Albert who has completed
day evening, with honors ^1,^^ , hls second year at Holy Cross.
Mrs. Jessie Atherton, past presi
dent; Mrs. Hazel Farnham, presi
Mbs Martha Burkett, Mrs. Earl
j The many local friends of Mrs dent; Mrs. Susie Baker, vice presi
Sukeforth and Miss Ethel Ferson.
Sue Winchell Burnett of Bruns- dent of the Ladies Auxiliary' to Can
C. Alton Palmer returned Thurs-j wlck wlU regret
learn that sht ton,
_________
_____Chevalier Elbridge
Bangor and
day from a business trip to Boston. Iwas badly shaken up in an automo- Atherton were gUCsLs of Mr. and
_____
bile accident Wednesday.
Mrs. Mrs. Thomas Oross. 87 Broadway,
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained an!Burnett wlth her husband. Prof,
during the field day of the Patri
all-day party at her Crescent Beach 1 Charles T Burnett of Bowdoin Co1’ archs Militant.
cottage Wednesday, her guests being 1 lcge- and daughter, were in the car
Mrs. Russell Davis and son Slobby *hich crashed into a telephone ^rs. Bowler, Mrs. Henry Jordan,
and Mrs. B. L. Qrafton and) son
ln Portland Mrs. Burnett was Mrs Arthur Marsh. Mrs Ray StewOeorge of Thomaston. Mrs. Carl E takfn “»
Maine Oeneral Hos- art and Mrs. Lucius York won
Freeman and son Richard. Mrs. E Pltal- her husband and daughter honors at the card party Thursday
W Peaslee and daughter Emmy Lou, escaping injuries. Mrs. Burnett is a afternoon under the auspices of
Mrs E. W Freeman and Miss I cellist of ability and through her Edwin Libby Relief Corps, with Mrs.
I affiliation with the State Federation Adelma Mullen and Mr.s. Ida HuntMarian Packard.
of Music Clubs Is widely known >y
a^stpd by con.
Miss Carrie Fields ls home from throughout the State.
vention delegates. There were five
Boston for the summer.
tables. The evening meeting was
_____
Mrs. J. M Baldrige opened yes- devoted largely to formulating con
Dr. and Mrs. William Sharpe of'
hfr summer estate at War'
vention plans.
New York are expected to arrive to- renton Park for the season,
morrow -to open their cottage at Dy- '
The sewing circle of Ruth Mayhew
namite Beach for the season.
I Mrs’ NetUe Bird Prost *“t«Uin« Tent, will be entertained Wednes
_____
I the Diligent Dames at 1 ©’clock
day at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Winifred Butler who has luncheon this afternoon.
Rokes. Limerock street.
been with Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Butler
The monthly meeting of the Con
for several weeks returned to Port
Miss Mary Metcalf came from
gregational Missionary Society at
land Thursday.
Bangor last week and will be for the
the home of Mrs. L. A. Thurston
summer at 14 Camden street.
Mrs. James O’Hara was hostess to .Thursday brought an attendance of
the Monday Night Club Thursday 16 Mrs Thurston was assisted in
Mrs. Fred A. Carter gave a lilac
evening at dinner and cards. There entertaining by Mr.s. Charles E time tea and garden party Tuesday
were two tables.
Merritt. Mrs. E. M Lawrence as from 3 to C. There were eight guests.
_____
guest speaker presented a compreChummy Club met Tuesday eve- i hensive review of Pearl Buck s books
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear
ning at the home of Mrs. E W (“Good Earth' and “Sons
Mrs. have returned from Moosehead Lake
Freeman. Honors in bridge were Charles O Hewett sang Mrs. Blanche where they enjoyed good Ashing at
won by Mrs Frank Fields and Mrs. 1Hlsworth’s charming song. “When Cape ns.
Arthur Marsh.
Summer Comes to Maine Again.”
_____
J and also an appropriate hymn.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rokes of
Mr and Mrs A. B Allen are oc- 1 Refreshments were served during an Limerock street, are attending com
cupying their cottage at CreJcent j informal social hour.
mencement exercises at Hebron
Beach for the season.
Academy, from which their son
i
Mrs. Fred Cates' birthday was
Nelson is graduating. They are ac
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow celebrated at the meeting of the
companied by Miss Ethelda Marshall
are at Treasure Point Farm for the Cheerful Circle Wednesday evening
of Deer Isle who is visiting them for
season. They will be joined Satur- at the home of Mrs. Earle MacWlla few days.
day by Principal Sidney Snow and hams, a birthday cake forming the
family of Rockport, also for the keynote of the refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall
summer.
J
------spent Thursday at Megunticook
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith are
Miss Estelle Hall is visiting in spending the weekend In Portland Ijake' and wlU return next week for
a month's stay.
Boston.
with their son Arthur.

Mrs. Borden Oray has gone to,
Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe was hostess tc
Boston to join her husband who has the Tuesday Night Bridge Club.
____
recently been transferred from the
Kickapoo to the Mojave at that port.
E. F. Rochester of Arlington, Vt..
Mrs. Rochester at the summer
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy and mother, joins
,
.
, ,, „
War
of Mrs. J. M. Baldrige. WarMrs. Annie Berry, have returned home
renton Park, tomorrow. Mt ar.d’
from a visit in Stockton.
Mrs. Rochester will return Tuesday

Miss Celia Vara of Newton, Mass.,
who has been a guest of Miss Helen
Matson the past fortnight, returns
j home Sunday.
Mrs. Alice Spear and Mrs. Carrie
r
WaItI
°f Mrs ° D
°<>uId in Warren Friday'

Mrs. Helen O. Perry has opened
The Winslow - Holbrook Drum
Mrs. John O. Snow entertained at
her cottage at Megunticook Lake
Corps will parade in Camden Mon
sewing Tuesday evening.
for the summer.
day night at the county council
The
annual
Held
day
of
Ladv
meeting. Members of the corps will
The Itooevik Club ls sponsoring a
charity bridge Tuesday evening at Knox Chanter, D.A.R.. took place meet at the Legion hall at 6 oclock
the attractive Main street home or Wednesday at the cottage of Jef-| in full drum corns unUtogms. A free
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peterson ferson Lake of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett supper will be served by the Cam
Play will begin at 8 o'clock, and who was hostess. Among the guests den post.
there will be a variety of novel was Mrs. Carolyn Page's sister, Mr'.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rcbinson of
prizes.
Emery, regent of the Providence
(R. I.) Chapter. Much of the fog Avon, Mass., arrive today to be
Mrs. Fremont Beverage of North laying off the coast found its wav to guests of thelr daughter, Mrs. Er
Haven arrived yesterday to be over the lake. However, this did not de nest P. Jones, Ocean street.
night guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. tract from the pleasure of the oc
Thurston.
Mrs. A. U. Bird returned yesterday
casion, because of the huge Are in
from
an extended visit in Clifton
Miss Mary Wasgatt is visiting the open Areplace and the con Springs, Va, New York and else
genial group of friends. Box lunch
friends in Waterville.
was augmented by hot coffee served where.
The June meeting of the Univer by the hostess. The only "shop talk"
At Crockett's Beach Wednesday
salist Mission Circle which takes was a general discussion of the the fog was so thick that an ordi
place Wednesday at the cottage of study subject for the coming year's
nary ease knife would not suffice to
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, Crescent program. Those present were Mrs.
cut it, but it served well in the game
Beach, promises to be of unusual Ann Snow, regent, Mrs. Mary
of hide and seek which was onc of
interest, as the State president, Mrs. Southard, Miss Edith Bicknell, Mrs.
the features of Miss Emma Hard
W. J. Metz of Dexter will speak in Annie Simmons. Miss Jennie Black
ing’s 15th birthday celebration. The
ington,
Mrs.
Lucy
Carter,
Mrs.
Ade

formally. She is one of the out
members of the O Club were her
standing missionary leaders in New laide Butnam. Mrs. Arrr.a Conary,
guests. Dancing on the beach was
Mrs.
Ella
Buffum.
Mrs.
Alice
Karl,
England and her visit to the Rock
another diversion, and the group of
land society is of vital interest. This Mrs. Katherine St. Clair. Mrs. Caro
excellent
singers made the day an
will also be the annual meeting. Mrs. lyn Page, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich,
Beatrice Welch, Mrs. Annabelle Miss Josephine Thorndike, Mrs. equally pleasant one for all within
Berry and Mrs. Clara Smith being Lucie Walsh, Mrs. Clara Thurston, listening distance. Miss Harding's
the nominating committee. There Miss Caroline Stanley and Mrs. guests were Rose Flanagan, Cather
will be special music. Response to Blodgett, all members of Lady Knox ine Black. Virginia Leach, Gertrud''
roll call will be based on “Patience," Chapter; Mrs. Emery of the Provi Heal. Lilia Sherman, Virginia Flint.
deRochemont.
Margaret
and once more members are request dence Chapter; and these trusty Donna
ed to enter this feature generally. chauffeurs — Commander C. F. Dunton, Emma Harding. Tedd Ladd,
Mite boxes are to be turned in, as Snow. J. N. Southard, L. A. Thurs Joe Emery, Edward Hellier, Edwin
accounts must be closed directly ton. Oeorge L. St. Clair. H P. Blod Edwards. Howard Crockett, Dick
after this meeting. .Mrs. St. Clair gett, Donald Karl, Hugh Benner and French, John Karl, Harrison San
born, Jimmie Harding and Frat)k
will be assisted by Mrs. Welch, Mrs. Mr. Emery.
Harding, Jr. Transportation* was
Carrie Palmer, Miss Alice Fuller and
Specials for balance of this week furnished by Nelson Crcckett, Ger
Mrs. Eva Pease.
—large chicks, several breeds, $1 per ald Black and Frank Harding.
If cutting down your automobile liw dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c. Bronze
Special sale on alarm clocks. Watch
surance ls of interest to you, phone Turkey Poults 45c, at Stover's, Rock
1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic land. Complete line of seeds and our windows. TheCorner Drug Store,
Main and Limerocks streets. 69’lt
fertilizers.
67-69
Temple, Rockland.
27-S-U

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

The T Club met last cvening at
the home of Mrs. Carl A. Christofferson. A feature was the obser
Mrs. Kennedy Crane and ton
_ . .
.
, vance of the birthday of Mrs.
Bobby, and William Sharpe, Jr.. 01
York who hus Kppn Bobbv's Chauncey Keene.

in addition to personal notes regardIng departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will beI
YO
°
gladly received.
guest for the week, are
TELEPHONE . ................
... 770 or 794' return Sunday from a
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Cor« for hr* origin* pump*

ar* thrunh with dry ie*,

One of the most remarkable de
velopments of science is that of dry
ice, which is finding use in many
ways besides that of a refrigerant
of food stuffs. In the metal indus
tries it is widely used, especially in
the shrinking of metals to be fitted
together, according to the solid car-

*, .:..:..;..;..:..:..:..;*.:*t-:*.:-*i*->.:-*>->*i-*:**:**>*>*:-<

J OUR HOMEMAKERS

I

bon dioxide division of the Michi
gan Alkali Company, largest manu
facturers of dry ice in this country.
In the photograph is shown* a dry
ice refrigerator, in which cylinder
linings used in the pumps of fire en
gines are shrunk six-thousandths
of an inch in sixteen minutes. When
these cast iron liners are placed in
to the cylinder bores, they expand
when they lose their coldness, and
fit snugly.
One of the most important uses
of dry ice is in the shrinking of
bolts used in the construction of
airplanes.
Fish Live Many Years, but
Life in Depths Perilous

Some members of the carp family
«■ « «• tlinve lived 4n captivity more than
J Hints Housewives Should Heed J
100 years without showing signs of
4*
*?•
<♦4* <•■)•<• •><•<• «♦+*(•<•+♦<•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦45. senile decay, ns do land animals,
which experience deterioration of
Blight Ideas for Light Lunches
arteries, muscles nnd various other
' Some one once said "The kitchen organs.
Of course, fish die “natural”
Is a country ln which there are al
ways discoveries to be made.” In deaths from disease, parasites and
larger flsh and run the constant
these days of limited menus, it Is risk of being stranded or dashed to
well to know a few ways to change death on rocks and passing boats
the good old standbys we always or ships. Life in the depths Is per
serve for lunch. Perhaps the chil ilous, so perhaps no flsh Is able to
dren are a bit apt to turn up thelr lire out whatever Its span of life
little noses at the thought of leaving should be.
Whether flsh sleep Is another
the bright sunshine for the usual
question that science never has
scrambled egg or macaroni andi been able to answer definitely. Fish
cheese lunch. But—tell them they ' often are seen motionless nt the
are going to have "Red Devils" and bottom of shallow streams and near
watch them hurry home for the sur-. the shore, but whether they are
sleeping or remaining quiet, either
prise.
ln wait for prey or to escape the
Red Devils
eyes of larger fish, lias not been de
Allow one slice ior more) of bread *1 termined with nny degree of finality.
The probability is that fish do not
for each person. Toast one side of;
bread under broiler in electric! sleep like land animals, becnifse
range. Remove from range and their eyes are lidless and there
fore the creatures cannot close
spread each slice with a thin layer} them.—Popular Mechanics Maga
of prepared mustard, a layer of sliced zine.
tomatoes (whole canned tomatoes
or fresh ones), and a layer of sliced
Almanac Origin Ancient
packaged cheese. Place two or three
The almanac, which like the
half strips of bacon ever each por
Bible ls found In all proper farm
tion and replace low under broiler homes, dates far hack Into antiquity.
until bacon is crisp. Time. 15-30 Its origin having been traced at least
minutes. Temperature 350 deg. to as far back as the Fifth century
400 deg. Cut crosswise and serve after Christ and hint of even earlier
origin Is found. With the advent
at once on a lettuce leaf.
Of course these Red Devils appeal of the printing press and the dis
covery of scientific methods of
Just as strongly to the adult appe studying the skies and the weather,
tite. but if your husband is fond of the almanac came Into Its own. The
the masculine corned beef and cab earlier additions were often care
bage combination, he will sit down lessly prepared niuj held much mis
and take notice .when you announce information but after 1828 when the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Stuffed Cabbage
Knowledge Issued Its first almanac,
One cabbage, two cups cooked the general run of almanacs has
corned beef, ground, or.e cup crum been of high caliber. The best
bled crackers iffake crackers), one- known of the American almanacs
half onion minced, two tablespoons wns the Poor Richard tome of RenJamln Franklin, which wns issued
butter, salt and nepper, one-half cup
In 1732 for the first time.—Washing
sour cream three tablespoons grated ton Star.
cheese, two cups thin white sauce.
Cut out center of cabbage (reserve
*
Diving for Firewood
for slaw) and parboil remainder ln
In the Islands of Hawaii, which
salted water. When tender but not
you will find marked on your atlas
soft, lift from water carefully and
opposite the west coast of North
drain. Mix corned beef, crumbed America, wood Is scarcer thnn In
crackers, onion, one tablespoon but many other parts of the world. The
ter. seasoning and cream. Stuff forests are far away from the sea,
cabbage with this mixture. Mix re nnd even today, the natives often
maining crumbed crackers with dive for thelr firewood. A certain
cheese
and
remaining
butter, umount of timber ls washed down
by rivers, nnd being of a very heavy
Sprinkle over cabbage.
Put In sort, It sinks to tbe bottom of the
greased casserole, add white sauce, water. The natives go to the mouths
cover and bake 30 minutes in hot of the rivers, and there they wade
and swim and dive, always on the
oven <475 deg. F). Serves six.
And while we are on the subject lookout for trunks and big branches.
of stuffed vegetables, tumipp also When they find such treasures,
mostly by feeling for them with
enjoy a bit of stuffing now and then.
thelr feet, they get ropes, and tow
There is nothing like cheese to bring 1 the stuff ashore, everybody Includ
out the Aavor of a bland vegetable ing the women and children lend
like turnips. Try it.
ing a hand.—Montreal Herald.
Stuffed Baked Turnips
Six yellow turnips, medium size,
Lands Still Unexplored
12 crackers (crumbled), one-third
There are regions In the Far
cup grated cheese, three tablespoons North and Far South which remain
butter, paorika, one cup medium unexplored, especially tbe region
north of Siberia. There are nlso
white sauce.
Peel turnips and cook ln boiling vast stretches of unexplored terri
salted w’ater until tender but r.ot tory, such as the west portion of the
Sahara, portions of the Gobi desert
soft. Drain and hollow out centers. and the forests of Siberia and the
Mix crumbled crackers with cheese, interior of Labrador. The general
two tablespoons softened butter, and facts concerning these regions nre
enough turnip liquor to make mix known, but they have not been ex
ture hold togther. Fill turnips with plored In detail, and there nre thou
mixture, brush with remaining but sands of square miles where no man
hus set foot, so far as is known.
ter, sprinkle with paprika, and place
in buttered baking dish. Bake in
The Deipiied Onion
hot oven (425 deg. F) until golden
In Spain and Portugal the onion
brown. Chcp pieces of turnip re
moved from centers and1 add to hot forms one pf tlie most universal
urtlcles of diet. In addition to the
white sauce. Serve over turnips.
peculiar flavor which recommends
Six portions.
this vegetable, lt Is remarkably nu
tritious, ranking with the grains In
A correspondent complains that his regard to the quantity of gluten It
jobbing gardener seems to spend most contains. As the English laborer
of his time sitting on the fence talk bas found hy long experience that
ing. Some Members of Parliament are a bit of cheese with hls bread helps
quite well paid for doing that—The to sustain bis strength, so tbe Span
iard adds to hls crust of bread an
Humorist,
•
union.

At the Junior class meeting Wed
nesday, rather indefinite plans for
a* class picnic were projected by
various members of the class. Num
erous sites for the event were sug
gested, but no selection) was made.
To conclude, Esther Nickerson was
elected to select a committee and
decide the “when, where, and how"
of the picnic. Her verdict, rendered
Friday morning, was that the plcnid would be held at Lucia Beach,
June 16.
• • • •
"Harvard Tests,” in high school
chemistry, are to be given as final
exams and as a special college en
trance examination in Mr. Durrell’s
science classes. They are the same
tests which were given last year
They are designed to determine as
accurately as can be done, and in a
comparatively short time, the rela
tive accomplishments of students oi
general chemistry. The purpose Is
to establish a comparative measure
of the gross results of teaching the
kinds of chemistry that Is being
taught on the average ln thc pres
ent day American secondary school.
Furthermore, it makes It possible for
a teacher to compare hls class with
other classes as to the degree of
mastery of some of the phases of
chemistry commonly taught. Scores
for the test which were given last
year, were sent to Harvard. The
word was received that the class av
erage was exceptionally high, con
sidering the 500 different schools
which convicted. Among some of
those who ranked highest last year
were: Graham Hills, Kenneth Or
cutt. Bertha Knight. Norman Con
non and Francis McAlary.
• • • •
It’s begun. During the past few
weeks they have been working on it.
The tennis court. After the last, yet
most thrilling activities of the year,
a long vacation follows. Patronize
the tennis court. All of you have
wanted one, now you have It. B*
sure that you are in the waiting line
frequently. Moreover, while play
ing on this long desired court use it
kindly and thoughtfully so that Its
life may be long.
• • • •
A welcome gift to Miss Cochran’s
room in the Junior high, has bcen
received this week. This present is
the picture "Madonna in the Storm."
given by Mrs. Lucie Walsh.
• • • •
Following ts the list of seniors who
will be awarded their letters In ath
letics at the annual lettermen's ban
quet. Tuesday evening at the Congiegat'.onal Church: Irene Billado.
Carrie Breen, Carolyn McAllister,
Ruby Sundstrom, Virginia Piper,
Bernard Freeman, Leander Thomas.
Everett Frohock, Nicholas Pelli
cane, Victor Armata. Alden Johns
ton. Liberate Paladino, Herbert
Spear. Maurice Shepherd. Robert
Allen. Stanley Gay, Dudley Perry.
Frank Pietroski. Cleole Hooper and
Merton Sumner. In accordance with
the custom lnaugutated by Mr.
Blaisdell several years ago, these
people will be awarded black sweat
ers with the letters knit ln orange
on them.
Underclassmen
winning letters
ini sports include: Richard Thomas.
John Karl, Howard Crockett, Clay
ton Yeager, Ernest Doyle (Thom
aston), Edward Hellier, Burton
Bickmore, Hervey Allen, Russell
Bartlett, Charles Ellis, Wilson Ames,
Bill Glover. 1 Helenamay Mahoney,
Rose Flanagan, Margaret Robert
son and Helen Korpinen.
• • • •
Debating awards go to: Elizabeth
Walker, Walter Staples, Frank
Harding and Carolyn McAllister.
• • • •
It has been dacidcd to use thc $5
which the American Legion gave to
the girls who sold popples on Poppy
Day, for a State of Maine flag to bput in the auditorium Because of
the necessity for the flag to be thr
same size as the American flag now
In the auditorium, the schcol is
going to contribute the balance
needed. Because of the expense of
getting a flag of this size, lt will be
tmpoa'ible to get the standard this
year, but we hone that some class
will next year remember the flag
snd put on the "flxin’s."

Guaeli
STICKNEY CORNER
Mr. jtnd Mrs. R J. Sargent are at-'
tending the Century of Progress Ex
position at Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Grierson of j
South Thomaston were calling on
relatives here Tuesday.
ThLs community was saddened.
Monday by the sudden death of Mrs..
Ina Ludwig.
Miss Frances Pierpont of South i
Liberty was weekend guest of Doris
Finn.
Earl H. Marston was in Augusta
Saturday to see hLs sister who is
taking nurses training at the
Augusta General Hospital.
At the regular meeting of Evening
Star Grange in Washington June 3,
the following memorial service was
held for the deceased members:
Singing, “Jesus Lover of My Soul;"
reading of the 23d Psalm and prayer
by Lurlie Davis; singing. “Rock of
Ages;" decoration of the altar by
Lady Assistant Steward I.uetta Stores
in memory of Pearl Crawford, Flora
of thc State Grange, Laura Side
linger, Elden Rhodes, Carrie Pier
pont, Eliza- Cunningham and Her
bert Prescott; reading, "Love Tri
umphant" by Worthy Master Hollis
Weaver; singing, “Nearer My God
to Thee;" benediction.

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber tn
The Couzler-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mall a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There wlll be no
charge.

MON.-TUES.
“THEY DON’T LOVE
US HERE, MICHAEL!”
Relived Peg and
'wr

do; Michael

. . . they will keep

you roaring with
laughter, holding

back

mance,

tears,

the

thrilling

ro

at
In

the

picture version of

the world-famous

play.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Currier and
Miss Chrystal I,. Stanley motored
Wednesday to Garland where they
were guests of Mr. Currier's slsteMrs. Ella Hicks.
The Daily Vacation Bible School,
under the direction of Rev. and Mr.s.
Watson, is making good progress. I
There were 41 present on the open
ing day.
Mrs. Belle Giant was a visitor
Eunday afternoon at Mrs. Amanda
Whitney's.
Norman Perry has been employed
a few davs helping spray apple trees
in Union orchards.
Alonzo Meservey has employment
in the mill at Camden.
Wilbur Strong of Thoma.'ton wa
in this place Mondav In the interest
NCW FLAYING
of the C. M. products.
"INTERNATIONAL HOUSE"
Recent callers at M. M. Brown's
with
were Mr. and Mr.s. Crosby Johnson
PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE
and children. Mrs. Lois Meservey and
COMING
son Richard, and Lawrence and Jen
“THERRIEN"
ness Robbins.
Famous Tenor In Per on
Mrs. Addie Rcbblns who has been
living at the village Ls now with her I
daughter, Mrs Blanche Brown.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mrs. Ethel
Moody and Misses Lucy and Ruth
Moody were In Rockland Wednes Continuous Saturday—2.00 to 10.30
day.

D

• 9 • •

The world's fair at Chicago seems
to have attracted the attention of a
number of our more ambitious boys.
Frederick find Charles Merritt and
tawrence Crane are planning to
'eave home a week from Sunday in
i car to visit the fair. Thc length
if their visit hasn't been Wholly de
rided, but it Ls safe to say there is
very little between here and Chicago
hat they will mLss.

on t buy any electric refrigerator
until vou have noted tlie beauty,
and fouuil out about tbe safety fea

tures— tbe all-around tfficiency ot the
new (,hi now. Here is, truly, a great
new refrigerator that will amaze you.

‘imicie
Convtnlenl tint payntnU.

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

• • • «
Winners of the hurdle contest in
lunior typewriting were entertained
by the losers, Friddy. A game.
'Typewriting Bridge." 'created much
nterest and enjoyment. Musical
■elections were rendered by Tony
Accardi after which refreshments
were served.

HOUSE-SHERMAN,
442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

INC.
TEL. 721

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Baker's Island Light
(
There hasn't been muoh news at
this station for awhile, but 'will try
anti do better from now on.
The Sunbeam called at this station
the other day, and Rev. Mr. Guptiil
made a call here.
May 26. Tender Ilex was off the
shone fixing buoys.
Mrs. Pat Reynolds has been visiting Mr. and Mrs Frank Faulkingham
of this station
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham ls home
again after being with her sister Mrs.
William L. Lockhart.
Bert Stanley was dinner guest of |
Keeper and Mrs. Faulkingham this
week.

Keeper Faulkingham and daugh
ter Lucille are still busy working on
thelr gardens and tending their
chickens.
Many beautiful mountains can be
seen from this station, also very
pretty scenery from all around the
island. Those who have not had
the pleasure of visiting this station
should plan to do so this summer
One thing here to be well remem
bered is the dance rock
We hope everyone along the coast
enjoys the Golden Slipper dance
marathon as much as we all do. We
have listened from the first until the
last. We are sorry that It has ended as that was our most interesting
program during the day.
• • • •
Ram Island
Keeper Robinson and family
moved to Ram Island on the Hibis
cus June 1. Keeper Robinson went
to Boothbay Harbor this week after
his mail and supplies
Millard Robinson ls at Hall's
Lsland lobster fishing

We can sec two lights from here,
and there is more passing than there
was at Franklin Lsland.
Mr. Conners and family moved
ashore the same day that we arrived
here.

• • • •
Portland Head

F w. Wellington called on F. O
HUt last Saturday.
R T. Sterling is busy building a
few lobster traps.
Miss Lowell and Miss Milliken of
Cape Cottage Park called on Mr and
Mrs F. O. Hilt Sunday morning.
Mrs. Doughty and Miss Wellman
of Portland called on Mrs R. T
Sterling Sunday evening
L. O. Goff and family called on the
Hilts Tuesday evening
Mr and Mrs W. C. Dow and son
Byron called on the Sterlings Tuesday afternoon.
Quite a number are seen hiking
over the rocks to the water with
hook. line and sinker, and we see
them taking home the fishes. Looks
like the fishing season is on.
A. W. Hathorn of St George. Mr
and Mrs Harry IcweH and daughters
Elsie and Eva of Port Clyde vistted
F. O. Hilt Wednesday morning
j
Mrs. Martha Sterling and Mrs
Adora Hilt were at Peak's Island last
Saturday afternoon calling on Mrs.
Charles Sterling and Mrs. W C. Dow
Keeper and Mrs F O. HHt, Mrs. j
R. T. Sterling and W. R. Hilt mo- ,
tored to Portsmouth last Sunday {
afternoon, visiting Portsmouth Harbor Light and calling on Keeper
Cuskley and family
|
Good Timers Club held the last,
regular meeting for the season Wednesday at Portland Head. Mrs j
Martha Sterling hostess
A good !
time is always in store when Mrs
Sterling entertains.
Cut flowers
were used for decorations
The
bountiful repast was enjoyed by the
12 gathered at the table. It was de
cided at the business meeting to hold
picnics through the summer. Mrs.
Charles Sterling of Peak's Island
was an invited guest
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ter. They thought it was a great
trip. They cooked a *ish chowder
and had a shore dinner which was a
great treat to them.

Mount Desert
Second Assistant and Mrs. Day re
turned June 1 from a few days' shore
leave.
June 3 a gray pigeon arrived at the
Rock. He has a band on his right leg
^3^
He has been

here apparently resting. This is writ
ten June 6.
The flrst yacht of the season was
at the Rock June 5, the Adelaide III.
First Assistant Quinn and wife with
Miss Flavilla Lamb left the station
June 6 for 10 days' leave.
Workmen are expected rt this sta
tion soon to set up a 2500 gallon gaso
line tank.
• • • •
LitUe River
Three vessels have loaded with
pulpwood at Charles 6mlth's wharf
lately. It seems good to see a vessel
go in the harbor, so few do so now.
A large crowd attended the Cut
ler grammar school graduation June.
2. A dance followed after the exerclses- A class of 14 graduated, of
which Purcell Corbett was one. Ruth
Corbett was marshal.
We see sardine boats going byloaded every day now from Addison, i
Pond Cove and Kennebec
Lohster fishermen are busy about j
here. Not many lobsters and low in
price which makes it very discourag
ing for the fishermen.
Keeper and Mrs. Corbett were j
calling on Mr. Corbett's sister, Mrs
P F. Densmore SundaySchool has closed and the place Is 1
plenty lively now.
Florence Corbett spent the week- '
end at home.
Neil Corbett is doing some trawl
fishing.
Mrs. Arthur Meloon visited at this
station a few days ago
The keeper has his planting done
and is getting ready to paint the
station
• • • •

Local papers Wednesday morning)

disclosed the death of Cyrus H. K.
Curtis, philanthropist and publisher i
We are all familiar with the name ■
Curtis Publishing Co. and have read j
many interesting articles ih thelr j
magazines. We are sorry to learn'
one so great, so generous and sympathetic, has been called from this
life's activities.
• • • •
Petit Manan

Mr. and Mrs Earle Ashby and son
Bertie of South Lubec were dinner
guests of Keeper and Mrs Fagonde
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher of
Lubec were dinner guests of Mr and
Mrs. Roscoe Fletcher Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs James Freeman and
sons James and Robert were ln
Pigeon Hill Sunday making calls.
Visitors here May 29 were Elder
Newman Wilson of Jonesport and his
son William and five of hls college
mates from Lamoni. Iowa, also Harry
Rogers of Jonesport and Leon Look
of South Addison. They were out on
a fishing trip so that the callege boys j
could see how fish were caught, as!
they had never been on the salt wa -1

Fog Station, and Wednesday he be
STRAND THEATRE
fresh leaves Mrs. Coleman was de- at the village at York. He will re- j salted quite a bit of fish lately. Also
WHITE HEAD
gan the 60-hour blowing test. Thc
we
have
had
all
the
fresh
ones
we
lighted with them and appreciates; turn Saturday with his family for
Marion Davies will bc seen in
could eat. "Bob'’ is some fisherman.
the kindness of the Hendricks Head the summer vacation
J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge, Rack- typhones are of rather pleasing j
sound,
and
the
public
will
become
“
Peg
O' My Heart.' screened from
We
learned
with
,
sorrow
of
the
folks.
liff's Island, is in Massachusetts,
Keeper Hutchins’ family will re
accustomed to them very quickly.
I the lamcus J. Hartley Manners play
death
of
Herbert
Robinson.
Mr.
where
he
will
visit
friends
and
rela

main at York Beach until June 16,
Lighthouse
Inspector
Thomas 1
Doubling Point Range
In which Laurette Taylor created the
as the schools there closed a week in Hutchins was on Monhegan Light with tives In various cities for a few
Sampson of Portland and Nils Nord
Keeper and Mrs. Nye have returned February on account of scarlet fever. him 12 years ago. and found him to weeks.
of New York were here Tuesday to title role on the stage 21 years ago
be a good keeper and friend. We
to the station after a rix-day ldave
Lobsters are very cheap here, and
Dorothy Gray celebrated her j extend our sympathy to his family.
test and adjust the new typhone3 and broke attendance records on two
which they spent in Boston and
bait is scarce. Also very few her
eighth birthday June 5. She enter at
the Fog Station, returning to continents. As the little Irish girl
It Is still very foggy, the light not
Portland, having attended the gradu
ring thus far this spring.
Portland the same day.
who Inherits an ancestral estate In
ation of their daughter Vivian, from tained her friends at a party Ice) bemg able to penetrate very far. as
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Calder and Mr.
_________
Mr. and Mrs. William Glenden F.ng'.tfnd and falls in love with the
the Deaconess Hospital
in Brookline. crcam alld a blR birthday cake held u Ls such a white thick mist. Will
Mass . May 23. They also had the thf placn
honor and Miss Dorothy sign off. hoping for a better day with and Mrs. J. W. Kelley were busi ning and daughter were guesls 1
young lawyer who arranged for her
ness visitors In Rockland Tuesday.
pleasure of calling on relatives and rece>v«* many pretty gifts.
sunshine tomorrow.
Monday of Capt. and Mrs. E. M
entrance
Into society, Miss Davies Is
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Spaulding Mills at Camp Edward and thc
Shirley Hutchins also celebrated
friends in Medford. Weston, and
of
New
Auburn
were
visitors
Sunday
considered to have given the flnest
coast guard station.
Acton. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pinkham her birthday June 6. She was 11
MRS. NANCY MOON
at Lloyd Spaulding's, at the camp
performance of her entire career.
and son Roger accompanied them on years of age She took her school
mates on a wienie roast, and all reMrs. Nancy A. Moon, widow of Wi- at Rackliff's Island,
She last appeared in “Polly of the
the trip.
FOURTH AT BELFAST
Bosh and Mrs. A. H. Calder and
After returning to Portland, Mr. ported a wonderful time. She re- liam Moon. died at the home of her
Circus," “Five and Ten" and "Biondie
and Mrs. Nye spent one night with celved many nice gifts, the most en- granddaughter. Mrs. C. Leslie Farr in (W0 children motored up from
Belfast is to have an old fashioned of the Follies.''
Mr. and Mrs. Cuskley at Fort joyed being a beach boll from her Kittery. Thursday morning, at thc Woods Hole. Mass., Sunday and are Pourth of July ccicbratjOn thte year,
Por thc role Miss Davies adopted
Point Light. Newcastle. N H. A very- brother. She had been wishing for age qf 86 years. She was born in Win- guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. Andrews sponsored by the Belfast Lions Club, an Irish brogue, obtaining a charm
pleasant evening was enjoyed witn one all the spring. She also found ter Harbor, daughter of Henry and at Norton's Island. Mr. Calder will
The directors of the Belfast Fair ing and natural dialect from an old
Mr. and Mrs Hilt and Mr. and Mrs. a bathing suit and a pretty necklace Rachel Sargent, and until eight years return on business June 14. He has have already voted to give the use hotel doorman in Los Angeles Whose
among her gifts.
ago was a resident of Rcckland. She j received his appointment as Chief i of the fair grounds and buildings Celtic accent she used to mimic. In
Sterling at Portland Head Light:
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Webber oi
We will be glad when the families is survived by two granddaughters, B.M.L., but does not know where where part of the exercises and en- the first part of the picture she ap
Augusta were visitors at the light Me-' are out here, and the old island wlll Mrs. C. Leslie Farr of Kittery and he will be stationed as yet.
j tertainment will be held. It is hoped pears ln the typical "Peg" costume
morial Day.
have a little fun and laughter. No Mrs. Arthur J. Post of Rockland: a
Mrs. H Andrews visited at White to make this celebration the largest with her frowsy dog. Michael Later
• • • •
place is home without thc children sister, Mrs. Caroline Matthews ot Head Sunday.
affair Belfast and that part of the she blossoms forth in creations de
Boon bland
Misses Bernice and Myrtle Flood State has seen in years.
Quite a few boats out this way now Winter Harbor; and six great grandsigned for her by Adrian, noted film
Greetings t^ll! Once more a bit of1, and k seems good to see them. Jn children. Services were held at the O( Hockland and Messrs. Lowell and
Gov. Brann gave assurance some stylist. A musical background adds
news from our little Island
Sundays we see all the Ashing boa’s home of her granddaughter in Kit- pPase of Thomaston were guesls time ago that he and his colorful charm to "Peg O' My Heart.”—adv.
Oreat painting weather lately, and
fnm the Beach and Harbor tery yesterday, and were private. Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. S F. Flood staff would be In attendance July 3
j. w Kelley ot the coa5t guard and 4.
we have been very busy plying thc QUr
f^'ends. we call them. Soon Rev. Theodore S. Cooley of Saco ofAt this season of the year we aren't
brush. Although today. June 7, has
mackerel fleet will bc here also fleiated. Interment was in the fami- returned Sunday from the rifle
The membership of the Belfast quite clear in our mind whether the
been damp and cool, the fog being jq,,. ;,rge .steamers pass obwr in) ly lot at Sea View cemetery
range at Wakefield. B M. Freeman Lions Club has been made a comJ man who invented the spade was the
very heavy, and no outside painting now, and we sec their friendly lights
when—in—boston,-?ou can—ouy Beale spent thig week there.
mlttee of the whole, and sub-commit- father of civilization, as a learned pro
could be done.
at night, which seem to say, “All is copies °f The Courier-Oazette. with the
john 'Mihilader. representative of tees are now at work on the many fessor says, or Just one of those guys
nome news, at the Ola ooutn News
r
Keeper Oray left our island Tues- well.''
Sgency. Washington st . next old South the Chicago Automatic Tool Co., is details, about which many more par- who didn't know when to leave well
Agency.
also at U
Andelman's, 284
day for a week's stay with his family
Keeper Gray has caught and slack T^mont st
here to test out the engines at the ticulars will be given very soon.
enough alone —Boston Herald

X MARKS THE SPOT

WHERE YOU GET THE BIGGEST GASOLINE
HISTORY

St. Croix River

Memorial Day was observed by the
usual parade and exercises at Calais,
the city being prettily decorated for
the occasion.
Keeper and Mrs. 8mall did not at
tend as the family, consisting of Mrs.
Mabel Scovill of Lubec, Mr and Mrs
Clarence Ramsdell and son also oi
Lubec. Mr. and Mrs Gerald Scovill
of Calais. Carleton Scovllle of New
buryport. Mass.. Miss Miriam Deal ot
Portsmouth and Miss Lucy Kennison
of Calais, gathered together for a picreunion,
Wednesday Mr and Mrs Small entertained Mrs ^bel
Mrs
carieton Scovill. Miss Miriam Deal
and jjjss
Clair of the personnel at
Chipman Memorial Hospital, St.
Stephen. The day was as rainy as
but all seemed to enjoy thelr
rtsit
June 1 Mrs. Small gave a surprise
dinner for Mr. Small In honor of hls
birthday. Dr. and Mrs Willard
Bunker of Calais were guests and a
pleasant evening was enjoyed. Mr.
small received several pretty and
useful gifts.
we are pleased to know that Arthur
cook, who underwent a second serious
operation recently, ls now well on the
way
recovery We hope this will
be the last setback and that he wiil
soon be able to enjoy the beautiful'
weat,her we have had lately,
The sardine boats don't seem to
have much luck getting their herring
but keep cruising watching for a
catch, and we hope they will soon
strike ln abundance
We shall miss the many letters in
the column when the keepers of clos
ing stations leave. I wish them ail
the luck possible tn the future.

/
1 The first Lubricating Hi-test
1 Gasoline... it lubricates as it

drives. No extra cost

2 The Highest Anti-Knock Gaso

line ever sold at regular price

3 The Most Powerful Gasoline
ever sold at regular price

:<.;x ,?

These three premium qualities, never be

• • • •

Cape Neddick
Memorial Day we were surprised by
a vi«it from my cousin Mrs. Frank
s Heald and friends Mr and Mrs.
John Theabeau of Georgetown, Me.)
11 was their first visit to us, also the 1
time <-hey had ever been in a
lighthouse residence
They were
delighted with the place and stayed
long enough to have a lunch and a
few lobsters. As it was raining and
they had a long distance to go they
left early. They had been on a trip
over the Mohawk Trail.
There are a good many pollock i
here at present and the wife and I
have been out several times trailing '
them, getting good catches each time.
-Last Sunday the cars on the Point
looked more like summer than it has j
yet. It is good to see so many peo-1
pie enjoying themselves and taking j
advantage of the fishing. We had
quite a crowd over on the Island fishing and all reported good luck.
Mrs. Knight sent my wife two rose
bushes and they are doing fine. 1
think they must like lights,—to be
rooted up like that and then settle
down in a new place and put out nice

fore offered in

any

gasoline at the regular

price, are waiting for you where “X”
marks the orange-and-black TYDOL pump.

TYDOL has revolutionized gasoline! . . .

PROVE IT TODAY

IN YOUR OWN CAR

Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., 27 Main Street, South Portland
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